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SUMMARY 
'.i'hc flow r:d.crocnloric:eter " as developed by Hessrs. 
Groszek I'. Teq:ler WGS the first cOlWercinlly available 
dynaexic calorimeter. It ~Ias soon recognifled by the Paint 
Research :Jtntion, Teddington, BS a potential tool to further 
studios in aurfoco chemistry. 
'lhe tlork deocribed in this thesis comprises .~ account 
of the r.:anner in which the in::;truJrent was util:l.sed. 'Ihe aims 
tlere three-fold: firstly to tebt whether the calorimeter tlas 
an o.CCUT2to and reliable instrument, secondly to establish what 
was beiB3 ceasured, and thirdly .to apply it to the study of a 
'particu1~ system. 
~'eDults of Goree set;dies of adcorption on titanium dioxide 
are rcr.orted. The concluoions roached are that this instrument 
is inouf£iciontly precise to be conqidered anything other than 
semi-quantitative, since it does not have a high order of 
reproducibility. t(uch additional information is necessary in 
order to cake tho fullest uae of results in interpretational 
theory. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. General Introduction 
1.1.1. Dispersions 
Much of the 110rk described in this dissertation 
has been an integral part of a research programme within 
the Paint Research Station, concerned with the stability 
of pigment dispersions. 
Such dispersions are generally in organic (hydro-
carbon) media, although it is recognised that the 
presence of only trace amounts of I'later 11ill radically 
alter the properties of the system. This suggests 
that electrical properties of solute and solvent are 
of importance; when the effect of water as solvent has 
been compared 11ith some organic solvents results have 
often been similar ~lith materials such as acetone and 
101'1 molecular \1eight alcohols. 
The theory of the electrical double layer around 
the solid particles is generally accepted for classical 
colloidal solutions such as silver iodide or colloidal 
gold; detailed quantitative theories regarding double 
layer interactions have been developed independently 
by Verl1ey and Overbeek 1 and Derjaguin and Landau2 and 
1 
these may be used to describe the stability of a colloid 
in hydrocarbon media vlhere only a charge mechanism is 
involved. 
o 0 However, pigment dispersions cannot truly be 
described as colloidal since the particle size is usually 
too large. Yet several authors3,4 have applied the 
theory to systems resembling the pigment system and with 
only minor reservations have found it still holds valid. 
Provided the particles have a significant surface charge, 
(this is often prevented by the 10\01 dielectric constant 
of non-polar media) an electric double layer is formed 
which can stabilise relatively large particles, > ~ 
diameter. 
The other factor in non-aqueous systems or involving 
certain non-ionic or polymeric surface-active agents 
appears to be the existence of adsorbed layers of the 
solute at the pigment surface. 5,6 Such a coating, 
resembling a peel on an orange, can prevent particles 
from coming together - f10cculating by interaction of 
the adsorbed layers, during \~hich the entropy per 
adsorbed molecule decreases, and hence a stable 
suspension is achieved. If there is no surface charge, 
or.as is more common, the adsorbed layer is comparable 
in thickness to the particle diameter (say, 0.01 - 0.5/,) 
then so called 'steric hindrance' will be the major 
2 
stabilising factor. 
1.1~2. Adsorption 
The adsorption process is the loss of at least one 
degre~f freedom by a molecule on 'its removal as solute, 
from the bulk liquid .to the surface of a solid immersed 
in that liquid. The interface bet\~een the liquid and the 
sol~d may comprise solute molecules only, or a mixture o~ 
both solute and solvent. 
\fuen non-polar solute molecules are adsorbed, 
I London ... van der v/aals' attractive forces are .respons-
ible. I:/i th polar molecules, hO\>lever, ionic bonding is 
generally observed between adsorbate and adsorbent, and 
the forces involved are usually often considerably 
greater.· Hydrogen bonding, dipole-dipole, dipole-
non polar, induced dipole and.ion-dipole interactions 
may also be observed and are of lower energy. 
The ease of \1etting of a pO\,lder is dependant on the 
changes in surface free energy. This is the \~ork in 
ergs, required to increase the area of the liquid 
surface by one cm2 , and is numerically equal to the 
interfacial tension. The greater its reduction, the 
easier the pO\'Jder is \·Ietted. Adsorption taking place 
on an already-dispersed pO\Older \,lill usually stabilise 
the dispersion. 
3 
Adsorption from solution is employed in several 
industrial processes including detergency, lubrication, 
dyeing, ink and paint r.lanufacture. In the latter case 
pigment is ground ot milled in oil or a solution of a 
resin, its aggregates broken up, to result in the form-
ation of a paint dispersion. The importance-of adsorp-
tion in this process has become apparent: oils contain 
mixtures of glycerides of fatty acids, and the adsorption 
of these components·, unchanged saturated or unsaturated 
acids, or unchanged glycerol, either individually or 
together, on to a pigment surface inhibits f10ccu1ation 
of the particles in the dispersion. 
1.1.3. Aims of the Programme 
The advent of the Flo\'1 Microcalorimeter afforded 
a method of examining such adsorption processes by 
monitoring accompanying heat changes. Although results 
\,lill be quoted not only for the adsorption of steariC, 
lauric and oleic acids for example, but also for resin 
solutions, a large por~ion of time has been allotted 
purely to evaluating the instrument critically, as a 
"viable" and realistic tool in this field. Initially 
problems of temperature and environment control had to 
be eliminated, then the importance of flo~1 rate, sensi-
4 
tivity, control setting, ~leight of pigment samples used, 
and calibration precision investigated. ,Reproducibil~ty 
~las eXlilmined and optimum \1orking ~onditions established. 
Existing values in the literature for quantities 
such as heats of immersion, - adsC?rption and solution have 
been measured by static calC?rimetry almost t1ithout 
exception. See for example, accounts by HarJrins7 and 
Zettlemoyer et. al. 8 describing calor~meters they have-
built. It was nec~ssary to establish first that the 
flo~l Il1icrocalorimeter gave results of a similar order of 
magnitude to those by other methods. Further, there \~as 
the need to determine exactly \'lhat. process t~as being 
measured, and to check any such theory by comparison 
of qua~t~t~es such as the heat of adsorption. (It ~las 
immediately apparent that the results given directly by 
this instrument \~ere not actual heats of adsorption but , 
rather net heats of "preferential" or "exchange" adsorp-
tion). 
1.2. Choice of Systems 
In order to be able to combine experimentally -
derived figures ~lith literature values, \1~ll-characterised 
systems must be used. HO,"lever, some difficulty has been 
encountered in selecting 'raw materials' for use, because 
5 
of the requirement of. the Paint Research Station that 
actual paint materials be used. To take the case of 
titanium dioxide Pfgment in particular: this is widely 
used as a \1hite pigment because of its high refractive 
index. and 11 superior \~hi teness n • Pure titanium dioxide 
is satisfactorily prepared in the laboratory in the ruti1e 
form by hydrolysis of titaniumtetrachlor~d~, but it I-ras 
required that manufacturers' grades of ruti1e be studied. 
To obtain a pure form (say, not less than 99!5% pure Ti02 ) 
is difficult, as almost all commercially available grades 
have been treated further to produce surface coatings 
which improve the spreading, covering and ageing properties 
of the paint. Hence ruti1e R1 and anatase 10b (see 
, 
section 3.1.1.3.) are the purest forms of. pigmentary 
titanium dioxide here examined and it is unlikely that 
adsorption dat~ even for these samples is. identical to 
that for pure samples~9 
A further difficulty, from the point of viel1 of 
comparison of results arises fr?m t~e fact that the best 
I'lay to standardise the pigment' s condition prior to 
adsorption \1aS not to dry it but to equilibrate with a 
standard atmosphere of 60% relative humidity, this 
condition relating more closely to the likely condition 
of the pigment at the time of paint manufacture. The 
vast majority of \'lork on rutile and anatase quoted in 
• 
6 
the literature is for rigorously-dried, laboratory-
prepared samples. 
Various straight-chain fatty acids have been used 
as adsorbate, particularly lauric acid, Cll H23 COOH, 
stearic acid. C17 H35 COOH, and oleic acid. Cl? H33 COOH 
in addition to isolated sections dealing with the adsorp-
tion of stearylamine, butanol or alkyd resin. . The 
reason for use of these acids is that although resins 
contain the requisite head groups for adsorption by ionic 
or hydrogen bonding, the exact chemical constitution of 
such resins is often uncertain. . Hence those acids were 
chosen as "type compounds"9 enabling resin components to 
by studied individually and to represent. various functions 
'present in the resin such as carboxyl, and chain-unsatur-
ation (other type-compounds could be selected to demon-
strate say, hydroxyl or ester functionality). 
The results of these etudies \·,ere anticipated to 
facilitate a fuller understanding of mechanisms of alkyd 
adsorption, and also supply some information of character-
istic,be~aviour and Site/energy heterogeneity of pigments. 
1.3. Thermodynamics of Adsorption 
There are t1t'O chief methods of studying inter-
actions of the liquid/solid interface: one is dependent 
on contact angle measurements, the other on calorimetric 
7 
techniques. Some principles governing the latter. l~ill· 
be discussed in the following pages. 
1.3.1. Heats of Emersion 
The surface tension, ~s , of a crystal corresponds 
to the lateral force or tension in the surface plane. 
It is related to the surface energy, Es, or enthalpy Hs , 
of a clean, dry, non-porous solid by the expression: 
(",hu~ Ls = 
su..fn.c..e· CL>~ 
If the solid is nOt~ immersed in a liquid the solid 
surface is replaced by a solid-liq~i9. ~~erface t'lith an 
enthalpy: 
The areas of the solid surface and the interface are 
assum~d to be equal: 
Hs - HR = I ( 2fs-~s~-T( * --¥r)PJ __ 
= 11f~0' the enthalpy of emersion, i.e: the heat 
absorbed. t1hen a sol:j.d is emersed from a liquid into a 
vacuwn and the liquid-solid interface removed. 
At a constant pressure, the relationship between 
changes in enthalpy and internal energy is: 
8 
I. I. 
1.2. . 
1.3. 
dB = dU + PdV 
(dU = dE) 
as dV is negligible in the emersional process: 
dB z dU 
The heat of emersion, h~(sf~)' of ~ solid containing 
an adsorbed film in equilibrium \'lith its saturated 
vapour is thus found: 
9 
~~..rIJ'" ~sf) - D(SL) - T(~~~) - J ~ll»)· 
.'J' clT c) , ,. ) L 
______ 1.". 
(~lhere ~s.., is interfacial tension at solid-liquid 
interface. 
" 
~)iS surface tension of a solid containing 
adsorbed film in equilibrium \~ith its saturated 
vapour. 
~~$f~iS the emersional heat per unit area) 
Using the relation: 
~SfJ = ~s ... ) + is I.. c.os e 
Je 
+ T Ill- si" e JT 
_____ 1,>, 
(\'lhere e .is the contact angle of liquid on solid) 
Assuming e = 0 
That' is, the heat of emersion of each square centi-
meter of the film-covered powder is equal to the total 
surface energy or enthalpy of the surface of the liquid 
used. 
'. : Similarly, equation (1.3) - equation (1.4) gives: 
~E(SL) - ~e(sfL) = reduction in total surface energy. 
Hence, at least tt-TO heats of emersion must be measured. 
The heat of emersion so defined and used by Harkins? 
has been introduced so that heat values quoted for adsorp-
tion and ~Tetting processes are positive; he aIld"JUra 10 
further apply it to absolute ~urface area determinations. 
It is numerically-identical to the heat of immersion. but 
J 
opposite in sign. 
1.3.2. Beats of Adsorption 
The same author relates the heat of emersion to the 
hoat of adsorption as fOllo\~s?:-
( 'lIil"SORf'j',oN II ' '11 s.I;& w;~~'r' "ds .. b.,l ~ mo't.cvl~s ot ~~vilib,.;",m 
",.'h ~h.;, v. po .. , at 
that 'p,Hs .. ,e 
10 
The hea~ changes involved in returning from 1cm2 
immersed solid to 1cm2 in vacullll1 ~lithout the surface 
film are independent of the path taken:-
(clockwise) .6 H, = 
(anti-clock\·Jise) 6Hl :: -c,E(srL.} + r~ .. + t;",(sv) 
, , 
:: ~ -
11 
.. f;/!l(S~) ~ f(sL.) - E(sfd ' r~ .. __ 1.7 
(\'lhere ~ .. = molar heat of liquifaction~: 
r = a surface excess function, the number 
, 
of molecules of adsorbate in the ~urface film. It is 
determined from the adsorption isotherm for the same 
system). 
Knowledge of the emersional heats of both the clean 
and film-covered solid thus leads to a value for the 
heat of adsorption. This in turn enables a value to be 
assigned to the average electrostatic field of the surface, 
as heats of adsorption of various functional end-groups 
plotted against 
\'letti!lg liquids 
the dipole moment of , each group 1r the 
, ' 
form a.linear Plot:~' 12, 13. 
The energy involved in taking a molecule,from bulk 
liquid to the surface = EA -El. • The net enthalpy of 
adsorption of the first layer of molecules (equating 
12 
E and H ) ~ /·1; (s,:> - H «sfL). In the first layer there 
are r molecules, so for 1cm2 : 
J. ~. 
( EA - EL J can be eval,uated from equations (1.6) 
and (1.8). 
This interaction involves a number of terms: for 
polar. molecules on a polar surface:· 
. 
.. 
- E ~ • . E,... • Er" E ;;r. ,. 'I. 
L"..,JoO'\ ""b:sf""s;,,,, t rota ,.;SQ~;D"" of I:'l",,:d . 
£"'~"3~("''''' -folof'") I ",ol~"u.ltS c;;';J surra,., 
~ . t.d Lote.o! ;.t.,o.<t:,"" of C.f"I«"3~ Co. ')c;oc.·a. 
\.,It.h r ... ""Q..'It"t- "':,,01. 1;1"';c.t ""o'~e""lf's ;" 
o."cJ eIHhosto.t;, ocho,.\,qct r"Q.S'£.; 
(,.td of sU,.fo.c.c. OS5vW'ed' so.f'\ote a.S If' 
J;<irJ:d. So iJ"otOcA . 
E jJ- = - F . r . c;o s e 
(where F is the field strength 
? is the dipole moment 
______ '.'0 
___________ 1.11. 
e is the contact angle),e,.\:w~ G...X'S 0{ cA;.pol.... 
o. .. tJ. "/'i.d,·""" of ""if.....x.:C. (.:J.d. 
c - F -r-
i.e:- One can plot some heat term (equivalent to Er) 
against dipole moment to get a straight line, the 
gradient of ~lhich is related to F, which suggests that 
( £.1> + Eo<.) is constant. 
1.3.2.1. Integral Heat of Adsorption 
The previously-mentioned heat of adsorption is an 
integral heat: it is the heat evolved directly ~lhen the 
specified amount of adsorbate is adsorbed on to the clean 
dry surface. It is identical to the heat of immersion 
in pure liquid adsorbate at p.~, and also the theoretic-
ally-derived isosteric heat of adsorption: the C1aussius-
C1apeyron Equation states: 
13 
_____________ I./~. 
for a gaseous oystem. If one assumes that the number 
of moles adsorbed is constant, equation (1.12) can be 
re-written: 
(uhere ~<~ is the isosteric heat of adsorption) 
or for the liquid phase,: 
= 
("There 0. c activity of solute in ,equilbrium 
\'Ii th an' adsorbed layer .of given, surface excess). 
In tact, several authors14 , 15 have found the 
theoretical and experimental values to agree quite ~Tell. 
One used experimental results of adsorption isotherm 
determination at different temperatures in conjunction 
IITith the Claussius-Clapeyron Equation to measure the 
isosteric heat of adsorption; this method lends itself 
more especially to vapour phase measurements. HO\1eVer, 
it is difficult in practice as it requires precision of 
results since the isotherms at temperature differences 
of say, 200 0 are not very large, and one must also have 
'proof of reversibility. 
1.3.2.2. Differential Heat of Ad'ao'rpti'on 
Having determined ~, as' a function of r , i. e: 
results are plotted as integral heat of adsorption 
against the number of moles adsorbed, the gradient is the 
differential heat of adsorption. 
14 
for constant surface and temperature~ 
The integral heat is measured in such a way that no 
'.PV,\·lork' is done, and it can be shot-m 16 that: 
15 
__________________________ --______ ,.'3. 
The differential heats of adsorption generally 
decrease steadily t-lith increasing amount adsorbed; pro-. 
v1ded only physical adsorption is taking place, it tends 
to approach the heat of liquefaction of the adsorbate as 
the pressure approaches saturation value. 
1.3.3. Relationship of Enthalpy with Free Energy of 
Adsorption 
. If the free energy of adsorption is available as a 
function of temperature, the enthalpy may be deduced 
directly:17 
dq c dU + pdV + Vdp from the First lat·] of Thermodynamics 
and 
dG = dB - TdS - SdT 
= dU - pdV - Vdp - TdS - SdT 
For a reversible process: 
dU c TdS 
16 
and at constant volume and pressure: 
dG = - SdT 
'J S = - (1frh,v 
LJ~c. \ 
l1G = toH - T \dT /JP,V ______________ 1,''1-, 
This may be rearranged to the form: 
6C. 0= 0 , 
6G is measured experimentally from the equation 
6,G = - RT In K 
. K.having been deduced from adsorption data plotted 
as specified by Langmuir, for example, see reference 18. 
1.3.4. The Entropy Relationship 
Analogous to the expression: 
S=-sU. 
dT 
is 
(~Ihere s= entropy, the temperature 
differential of surface tension). 
1,/), 
S = - (J LIe) (at constant pressure and surface 
J-rlr, n' p . • coverage). 
= temperature differential of free energy change 
on adsorption.· 
1.4. Adsorption Isotherms Interpretational Theory 
1.4.1. Early irheories 
Early theories ~:ere largely developed for the gas-
solid interface as it involved a single adsorbed 
component only. Solution adsorption was realised to be 
generally a tt'TO-component system, that is both solute 
and solvent molecules may comprise the adsorbed layer. 
A measure of the difference in the amounts of solute 
and solvent taken up is described by the means of an 
"adsorption isotherm" (necessarily a "composite isotherm" 
if describing a binary system). 
This is the varistion of the quantity of one compon-
ent adsorbed as its concentration in the solution 
changes; a constant temperature is observed. Such 
adsorption is almost ahrays physical; no chemical change 
occurs either to the substrate or the adsorbate in any 
systems described here, and the adsorption has always 
been found to be reversible to varying extents. 
17 
The replacement of solvent by solute at the solid 
surface is. governed by their relative size and "affinity" 
for thotsurface. The adsorption energy of the solute 
must exceed the desorption energy of the solvent in 
order to displace it. The overall net energy change 
accompanying an adso~ption process in a mUlti-component 
system \~ill be the sum of the individual adsorption and 
desorption energy changes •. 
Under such conditions and if the solutions remain 
dilute, many theories originally enunciated· for gaseous 
adsorption apply also to liquid systems. 
1.4.1.1. The Freundlich Isotherm 
Details ~lere first published19 in 1907 (and trans-
lated later20) of isotherms measured empirically and 
based on the equation: 
18 
x 
m 
= 
__ --:,--:,--:.----------1. 11,. 
(Where x c ~leight adsorbate taken uP. by \~eight 
'.". 'Of sol:l.d. 
c = concentration of sol~tion 
'" and"fl are constants ( 
at equilibrium 
fl ,. I )~) 
This isotherm rises steeply from the origin to a shoulder, 
but then levels ofi' to a plateau tlhich is not horizontal. 
H0 interpreted the adsorption as a condensation upon a 
boundary surface, governed by attraction forces similar 
to those relating to condensation by capillary-active sub-
'stances at the liquid-gas interface. 
1.4.1.2. The Langmuir Isotherm 
The Freundlich isotherm had no theoretical basis 
and some nine years later t1aS superceded by an equation 
put fort1ard by Langmuir21 , based on the' kinetic theory 
of gases. 
J~ .. N + fie 
x/m = Nsb 1'/$ 
(t-Ihere x = number of moles adsorbed on Mg. solid. 
Ns = number of elementary spaces per g. solid. 
p = pressure of gas. 
b = a constant. 
N " Avogadro's Number). 
This \'16S adaptable as. an approximation for adsorp-
tion from dilute solutions by replacing p by c, provided 
the sol vent t'las readily displaced from the surface by 
19 
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r-, 
I 
the solute, and the maximum adsorption plateau. was 
reached \-1hile still at IOt-1 concentration. Experimental' 
c 
dcta should be plotted as .xl m 'I, C ; the plot is then 
linear according: to the model. 
Neither isotherm describes adsorption from the 
liquid mixtures \1ell since they neglect the presence of 
the second component. Even applying the several 
extensions'r.angmuir made to allow for:-
1) more than one type of elementary space. 
"2) more than one' type of' 'adsorbed molecule per 
3) adsorbed layer greater than one'molecule's 
thickness. 
it is still severely .limited. 
1.4.1.3~ ~h0 Composite ±so-therm 
space. 
This is nO\'1 dra\m by combining 'the' individual 
isotherm'for adsorption of each component into a 
"composite isotherm".' Its application is especially 
necessary if a wide range of mole fractions is to be 
studied. The fundam~ntal assUmption made in this treat-
ment22 of data is that there is negligible change in the , 
volume of the bulk solution on adsorption. 
\ -An easily 
nOD. x., 
comprehensible derivation 
",5 (I _ ; ~) _ '" ~ s ;,c, L 
-
of the equation: 
:20 
___________ I.I?, 
('~here nO '" n1 0 + n2° .. total initial number of moles 
of two components. 
Superscript S refers' to surface phase. 
, 
to L to " liquid to • 
X'I and x2 are mole fractionl"l of two components in bulk 
liquid phase. 
m .. weight of solid used)~ 
. 2~ 
Kipline's book ~. is made in 
If nS c ~ S + n2 S , equation (1 .18) can be rC-\'lri tten 
as: 
.. 
ID 
.. nS ( X1S _ ~L )' 
-------------,,/q 
vllien th~~quantity is positive it infers that 
component 1 is preferentially adsorbed, and if negative, 
component 2 is. 
is the same. 
If zero, the composition of each phase 
There are several, approxi~ations which may be made 
to this expression: in very dilute solution, x1 becomes 
negligible and x2 approaches unity. 
HO\~ever, this is not ~lidely applicable: ~ must be less 
than about 0.01 so even in the concentration raI!ge 
/ .20, 
described for tho radio-tracer adsorption systems 
(section 3.2) the above expre~sicn,(1.2C) may only be 
applied to around 3.5 mM equil~b~ium concentration or 
loss. 
1.4.1.4. Analysis of the CompOSite Isotherm 
The e~istence of mu1ti~layer adsorption is 
uncertain in many cases. Proof; is supplied, hot-lever, 
t'lhen x2 '" 0 in oquatj.on (1.18) 
22 
m 1.21. 
This means that the surface is completely covered by 
component 1. Should, for any value of x: 
> 
m 
the monolayer condition is exceeded. 
Further support for this is supplieu by Bchay and 
Nagyts analysis24 , 25 of tbe linear section of many 
composite isotherms. Over that section, equation (1.18) 
t-lill define a straight line, and constant composition 
of the adsorbed pbase is inferred; 'this can be calculat-
ed if the 
L x1 = 1. 
tively ( 
linear section is extrapolated to x1
L ~ 0 and 
The intercepts are (n1
8 )C and -(n28)c respec-
subscript c denotes constant composition). 
-If molecular areas 'of the 'components are kno,m, a 
specific svrface area of the solid can be deduced; 
should this -be already-kno~m, multi-layer adsorption 
may be detected. 
U-shaped isotherms '-11th a linear section often fall 
off to zero at x1
L ~ 1 1.0: ~(n2S)C = O.This means 
that the adsorbed layer consists of only onfl'component 
and the individual isothero is then of the Langmuir type. 
An extreme example of thi~ shape is sho"l-m by the adsorp-
tion by molecular seive of one component of a binary 
liquid sY!3tem. 
1.4.2. Everett's Treatment. 
-1.4.2.1. Ideal Systems 
In part 1,26 dealing .. 11th perfect syatems of his 
article entitled "The Thermodynamics of Adsorption from 
Solution", ~verett stresses that to definG sctivity 
coefficients or surfuce excess functions, l'lhich are 
common measures of the extent of deviation from ideality 
of a system one must have a simple physical model of the 
system, as a'refe~ence state. This hitherto lacking, 
-------
he suggests's Langmuir-type adsorbing surface covered 
by liquid \'lhich; is considered to be subdivided into 
lattice planes,'stacked parallel to the surface. ,The 
a,rerage mole' fractions of the solution components sre 
the 'same in all planes bar the first one, adjacent to 
the surfe.ce. Here, owing to preferential adsorption 
of one component (giving:tla perfect sdsorbed monolayertl ) 
it io a different case, defining the 'adsorbed phase, ~ • 
He developes the'argument to derive an equation 
closely analogous to that of the Langmuir Isotherm. 
Extensions discuss chemical potentials, determination of· 
surface areas and correlation of equations for solid-
vapour, solid-solution and solution-vapour interfaces. 
Diroctly'pertinent to the question of heats of 
adsorption and immcrsion, hOt'lever, is the derivation of 
surfacc excess~Assuming b. Giabs dividing surface at 
the solid surface: if ther,e .\·lere no adsorbed layer and 
the bulk liquid tlere of constant mole fraction right up 
to the dividing surface, the number of 1'I01ecules of 
component 1 present t-l0uld be: 
... L L 6" 
N1 = x1 (N + N ) 
However there are: 
24 
moles of 
:l.R hence 
e; 
~ 
+ N1 
component 1 
IT L (x ~ 1 
~ ~ 
'" 
n (x'1 
A 
in the system. The surf age excess 
6" ) N , . or in terms of concentration; 
L-
x 1 ) moles per·unit area 
If one now considers the changes in concentration 
25 
1.22. 
on establishing adsorption equilibrium, one gets initially :-
o 0 0 0 
moles solution,x1 composition, (n1 = x1 n , 
= ::2 ono ) moles of cOD;lponents 1 and 2, and finally:-
~n 6" moles in adsorbed phase, n L . moles in liquid phase, 
liquid composition is x1
L 
• 
solution composition iSI 
L <-
6 X1 
0 x1 .. n = x1 
n 
'L. 
The observed. change in 
IT ~ (x1 ~o) -
" _______ 1.23. 
L- ~ 6" Ar and ~~ <= n (~ - ~ ) = 
-nO nO 
_______ 1.2., 
from equation (1.22). 
The heat of immersion is similarly derived. In 
the initial state there are (no moles solution, nS moles 
solid). 
26 
After imrners:l.on and the attainment of equilibrium; 
Hence the enthalpy change .is: 
since nO 
As: 
6" 
+ n 
L. ~ 
= n + n 
= 
= 
x O 1 
---
______ I. J~. 
(equation 1.23). 
+xG"J\H O 
. 2 l..J 2 __________ ,. 2.~. 
= 
, 
. 
6 11 ' 
n wah2 ' the heats of immersion 
per g. of the solid in 2 pure liquids).· 
Hence the heat change for the adsorption propess can 
be calculated in an ideal system exhibiting approximately 
monomolecular coverage, if the heats of ~1etting of the 
solid in the pure components (ire kno\"m. 
1.4.2.2. Non-Ideal Systems 
To allot1 for non-ideal behaviour, e.g: if a large 
range of mole fractions is considered, Everett27 
assigned 'heat of miXing' terms to the equation (1.25) 
(one each for the bulk a.."'1d surface phases). 
(t'1here: LJ~ IJ = enthalpy change on adsorption 
of 1 mole of component 1 
hEt ... (~ I- ) etc.= excess enthalpies in bulk and 
surface phases). 
27 
/. J. 7. 
1.4.2.3. Application to Experimental Systems 
Such 'aDequation can be simplified and adapted. 
as fOllot./S28 to a system as envisaged in· the flot'1 micro-
ce.lorimeter: . 
(~lhere: LlHA = heat of adsorption 
LlH = net .heat (evolved) 
~HI = heat of formation of interfacial film 
cf: Harkin's treatmp.nt, section (1.3.2). 
For flot'1 of pure solvent: 
. omitting the mixing term. 
HO~lever', for the adsorption of both component::; from a 
binary mixture on to a' surface previou::; coated \~i'!;h 
component 1, the equation (1.28) is expanded: 
28 
t:. o-~ tT_tr L _L 
,H ," .n1 HA + n2 HA + H + n1 ~ 1 2 1(1+2) 
L - L o tr 0- '-
+ n2 H2 - n1 HA 
.., H 
-~~ 1(1) 1 
If one assumes component 2 is preferentially adsorbed 
and cpmpletely displaces all of component 1 present: 
",-
~~~ 
~ ~o,.~ I 
11 tr-~ tr-<r 
L-l H = (n2 HA2 - ~ HA. ) + (HI - HI ) ~I (2) (1) 
. 
L_L. '-_L 0" 
+ (~ ~ "" n2 H2 - ~ H1 ) 
.. , 
= Heat evolved from solid/liquid interface 
+ Meat of fiim formation + mixing terms, i.e. 
the bulk solution changes. 
This is the probable process for most of the not-1 micro-
calorimeter data. Quantities such as H t H 
I(1) I(2) , 
H are calculable from surface tension data 
1(1+2) 
(equation (1.1 »); n2 (solute) can be. deri:v.ed from the 
adsorption isotherm of this system, and henco deduce 
~ from a kno~1led.ge. of molecular sizes and adsorbent 
, , 
surface area. 
29 
/. '- ,/, 
/, 30. 
Provided the solutions used are a.l~rays dilute t 
the mixing term should be negligible. Similarly, 
the varj,ution of s:urface tension bet~1(~en 10~ n-heptane, 
say. and 0.02 molar acid solution in n-heptane is also 
minimal and so the film formation or interface term can 
also be neglected. 
This means that 6H is best expressed as a "heat of 
exchange adsorption" (equation 1.30). !oJhcre a carboxy-
lic acid is in an organic solvent it is pait-tially 
in an associated (dimeric) state, ho\~ever. it has not 
been Imotm to a,ls'orb in dimeric form29 so thore must be 
included a heat term for 'i;he dissociation process. The 
, 
same fraction of the acid adsorbed must be fi:rst dissoc-
iated as that I'1hich e:itists as dimer in the ori13inal sol-
ution. Hinor changes in concentration may cause a 
shift in the monomer. F dimclr equilibrium, but this 
\'1il1 be very small, and be accounted for anY\'ray, in 
llily allowance made for the heat of dilution. 
1.4.3. ['1ethod of Young. C'!hessiclr and Healey30 
A similar conclusion may be arrived at employing 
the discussion by Young, Chessick and Healey30 regarding 
adsorption l)oha'liour of n-butanol from aqueous solution 
on Graphon~ This paper sho\'rod excellent agreement 
bet~leen experimentally-derived heats of tletting, and 
those deduced from an equation postulatp.d for the 
system~ In spite of the marked difference between 
their systems and these,- their model seems to be 
modifiable to, for example, heterogeneous surfaces. 
Assuming the inter-molecular reactions in the 
bulk liquid remain the same in the adsorbed phase, 
the only enthalpy changes t'rill be for surface and 
interfacial changes;:, If e is the fraction of the 
surface., covered, the enthalpy change for the process 
of adsorption is: 
(\~here: hS = surface enthalpy of adsorbent 
" " 
n 
" + film)'. 
_ Similarly, the enthalpy change' for the formation of the 
interface bet~leen adsorbed layer and solution is: 
(where: ~~ is the enthalpy of that layer) 
31 
" 
Equivalent expressions for the solvent molecules are; 
tJ. ~2. c (1 -e) (hS - hg ) . 2 
(1- e) (hg- h2cr) 
,2 . 
Hence the total enthalpy change for the t'letting process 
isr 
= e (lls .:. hg ) 
. 1 
+ (1 - (;)) (lls ~ hS ) 
2 
+ e (h_ .~ ~.r) + 
°1 . (1 - 9) (lls -~.r) 2 
Inclusion of a heat term for dilution effects, leads 
to an expression for the total he~t effect measured, 
~HI' o~ immersion of the solid; 
t:::,HI = !:J.H\./ + ~Bn ______ -'-__ (1.31 .) 
L)HW .. = ~HI ~ !:J.Hn 
= 6V1hS1 +(1' ~ e ) ~hg2 +ell~cS" +(1 - e) ~h2cr 
11 hS1 anQ: ~ hS2 are the net integral energies of 
adsorption: all the terms in equation (1.32-.) can be 
evaluated from adsorption izotherms, or heats of 
iminez:osion _or solution; heats -of t'10tting obtained from 
both equations (1.31.) and (1.32.) compare very favour-
abiy. 
A..1'l equation t1hich- is axialogous to equation (1.31) 
and t1hj.cb. :l.G applicable to the Flot1 Microcalorimeter 
, . 
process may be \'1r1tten:-
eff'ects of 
- : 
dimerisation,intermolecular reaction, hydration 
and t~ater displacement ,~lhere applicable. ___ (1 .33) 
= heat of adsorption of solute 
I\B = heat of wetting of solvent, ~ 11Solvent 
enthalpy change due to 
expulsion of solvent mols. 
~rom adsorbed layer 
= heat of exchange adsorption 
of acid observed). 
Th~expressio~ h~s boen foun~_ to be the most use-
ful in interpreting many of the flow microcalorimeter 
results. By ~ssigning estimates for these values of 
the system,under examination, one can convert with 
33 
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reasonable aCClU'acy and assurancE) from the "heats of 
, . 
exchange adsorption" measured directly by the l'licroscal 
. , 
instrument, to "heats of adsorption". 
1.5. Surface Characteristics of Titanium Dioxide 
. , 
.The vast majority of systelljs ,~xam}ned here are 
concerned ~lith various titanium . dioxides. There are 
tt'lO crystalline modifications of importance only, 
, 
anatase and rutile? Of ~lhich 1;he latter is a distorted 
octalledral crystal form of the former. 31 (see figures 
, 
'I~.a and 1~J:b). T.he features ~lhich distinguish the 
I, 
various types are a function of their respective 
surface treatments, modifications made to improve dis-
persion in various vehicles t and elioinate photo-
chemica1,activity. 
Various amounts of (lompoun?-s of aluminium, zj,nc 
and silicon are frequently used, . being incorpor:;ted 
~lith the pigment either during. the \~et or dry milling 
, . ."" 
or by mechanical mixing. The resulting layer rarely 
completely covers the pigment Gurface out totally 
changes its chemistry and behaviour. Surface active 
age~ts are also popular,. as improvements in I'!e"f;tj,ng • 
dispersibility and the resulting gloss of paint arises. 
PreCipitation on the pigment surface of the hydro-
phosphate of titanium, titanium phthalate, zirconium 
35 
phosphate, basic phosphates of aluminium and titanium 
and hydrated oxides of aluminium, silicon, titanium and 
zinc, ,have been reported in many potent specifications 
as \-lel]. as surfactants. such as, ethylenic oxides, 
sodium stearate, aluminium palmitate and cyclohexamine 
salts of phosphoric or boric acids. 32 
Titanium dioxide. in pl,ll'e pigmentary form is 
completely hydroxyiated.;( see figure 1.1.c )33 this is 
proved by infra red spectroscopy34 and from the fact 
that, surface esters ',·rere formed on reaction '-li th 
ethanol for .example,· in an autoclave. The extent of 
surface hydration is dependent on the temperature of 
pre-treatment: 32,35,36 
1. If removed at up to 100°C, molecular '-later bound 
by physical adsorption or capillary condensation 
2. If removed at '100°0 - 150°0, molecular I-later by 
hydrogen bondi~g 
3. I f removed at 2·50°0 - l~OOOO; as hydroxyl groups 
Investigations of the nature and quantity of 
hydroxyl groups present continue as new techniques and 
instrumental precisi8~ are evolved. The properties of 
the electrical double layer particularly, and the 
behaviour of the surface adsorbed layer also, each 
appear to be a complex function of the chemical'and 
thermal history of a given sample in a given solvent. 
-36 
Care must be taken, hp\~ever, to/hen drying the sample: 
heating in a vacuum u13ually causes' reducticn 'cf 
, 
surface Ti++++ iens tp Ti+++, perceptible by a'd:arken-
'inl!; .of the pewder. . This' ··is· a reversible change: - . if 
la-ter.expcsed tc' rigoreusly-dried. air" ·it· 11ill re-
. . . 
.oxidise •. In a9.d;ition at·temperatures in excess .of 
abcut130QC sintering.Of: the 'surfaceceating could take 
piace •. ·· . 
It has,been Flhown that alcchcls are adsc:::-bed by a 
mechanism .of hydrcgen bcnding betvlCen· the hydi6xYl 
greups37; carboxylic acids are adsorbed either byhydrc-
gen bcnding: .cf.· the carbcxyl 'grcup .or by prct'cn transfer 
tc the surface,. the sc-called "acidic" er "icnic" 
mechanisms. 38. Amines adscrb prebably by icnic mechan-
ism .on suri'aces ~lhich are relatively mcre acidic (fer ex-
ample, a silica-rich surface treatment). 
1.6. Results oh Analcgcus Systems 
37 
Ccllcidal dispersicn stability determinaticns based .on 
adscrpticn measurements have been carried cut tcr seme 
thirty years. Carben black and varicus metallic'cxides have 
. been a. pcpular chcice .of substrate .. to study, chiefly 
en acccunt of their fine particle· size,,' StudiEils 
\'Jiden~d te include pigmentary grades .of oxides (~0.1 
diameter) during the 'fifties~ Clashes of·cpinicn 
occurod over mechanisms of stabilisation: charge 
stabilisation on the one hand and adsorbed layer steric 
hindrance on the other. 
Koelmans and 'Overbeek3 suggested that van del' ~Iaals' 
attractive forces can only be overcomo if the stabiliser 
chain leusth is 'comparable with the particle size, in 
non-polar solvent. A considerable volume of ~JOrk 
carried out by Dintenfass39 , 40 involving selective 
polar adsorption on pigments also established thut the 
titanium dio:tide surface is heterogeneous. The 
adsorption of various fWlctional head Broups 'on rutile 
from toluene is reported as "reIl as various acids 
from !? r=ge of solvents. This heterogeneity-accounts 
for the catalytic and adsorptive properties and th~ 
variation of therm ionic and photoelectric "jork funct-
ions on the same crystal. Harkins7 hac indicated 
that no account has been taken for the possible effects 
of different crystal faces, edges and corners, the 
observed adsorption and energy relations being a 
statistical summation of all these. 
SubsequenttQork37 ~ 38 dividing polar adsorp'1;ion 
into "aCidic" and "ionic" types tends to discount 
some of the postUlates of Dintenfass, viz: no prefer-
ential adsorption of loncer chain compounds ~lith 
identical head group, and no "discrimination"· of 
adsorbate· groups by various active oites • 
. Kajanne 41 has shoi'lIl that' more unsatu:L'ated fatty 
acids itere preferentially' adsorbeu. at lOH concentrations 
on. haematite during a froth flotation process "Ihen 
linseed oil fatty acid adsorption "Ias examined. 
The adsorbed, layer '1as multimolecular. Petit et.al.42 
examined the adsorption of lauric acid on titanium 
dioxide from a mixture of saturated aliphatic hydro-
carb6ns and found good aGreement '-lith previous results 
up to 5% acid concen';;ration. 
'Later ,-;ork, for example by Kiplin(5 ano. l'lright, 29 
.,. . Otte'lTi1l and TiffanY 17,18 has dl10l t on theories of 
orientation of adsorbed species, particularly acids 
in organic solvcnt, on titanium dioxiQe. By asou.ming 
values for the areas of cross section of the ver'l;ically 
- and the horizontally - oriented molecule, und ImO~l­
ledge of ~he limiting value of adsorption either from 
El plateau, Cl' an isotherm extrapolatGd to the limit of 
solubility of the system, orientations are easily 
deduced. 
A series of papers37 , 43, 44 by ShertlOod, Ilybicka 
and Kelruan tends to highlight adsorption ~echanisms 
and effects of ~Io.ter as an impurity at the surface. 
Doorgeest45 has c,lso studiec1 the influence of ,-;at er on 
the adsorption on rutile of rcs_in~ stearic acid and 
59 
stearyl alcoholl in an article \'lhich concluded, like 
Sher~lOod and Rybicka9 that "chem'tsorption of the acid 
but not the alcohol, i3 evident on moist, ~inc-bcaring 
rutile and that the different adsorbate molecules are 
adsorbed on the-same surface sites. 
Chapter 2 
The Flow Microcalorimeter 
2.1. Principles of Calorimetry 
Calorimeters are used in the study of a ~lide range 
of systems. They are designed to fulfil such a number 
of needs for the individual operator that they necessarily 
vary considerably in design features and operational 
techniques. 
Static calorimeters ar~ used at constant or nearly 
constant temperature bett'leen t'lell defined, stable 
initial and final states' \1hich are generally in equilib-
rium. Dynamic calorimeters have a continuously changing 
temperature and true equilibrium states can only be 
achieved t'lhen using the so-called "saturation technique" 
in which a substrate, already equilibrated "lith a flow 
of solvent is allot1edto re_equilibrate ~lith a solution. 
The major problem in practical calorimetry: is 
generally the, control of updesirable heat losses. 
Early calorimeters were contained within large jackets 
of air or a fluid so that the temperature rise of the 
jacket ~JaS negligible t~hen the 'calorillleter's temperature 
rose, and the actual heat exchange between the two could 
be deduced from Net'iton 's Law of Cooling. 
Around the turn of this century adiabatic jackets 
came into popular use; these reduced considerably, but 
not entirely eliminated, uncontrolled heat losses or 
- . 
gains of -the calorimeter by maintaining the jacket 
temperatura the same as that of the calorimeter. This 
infers the necessity to be able to supply or remove 
heat 'i;o the jacket continuously, independently of the 
calorimeter, \'Ihich is very difficult in practice to do 
accurately. 
The alternative approach \-Ias to evaluate heat 
exchanges bet"leen the jacket and calorimeter; ~Iere they 
large or small, from a kno\clledge of the spec:j.fic heats, 
masses and' densities of. the system. The jacket temp-
erature was kept const~t, as a consequence of heavy 
lagging of the calorimeter~ 
Evaluation of heat exchanges \'Ias :r.ecognised to be 
avoidable by use of t\,lin or differential calorimeters 
in which two matched calorimeters were placed in the 
same or identical jackets, one containing a standard 
system, the other an experimental one, and evaluating 
the latter by difference from the sta~dard. This 
method requires the change in temperature of the experi-
mental system to be of a higher order than the differ-
ence betvreen the initial temperature and that of the 
surroundings ;, Alternatively electrical calibration 
involving heat changes of the same order as these antici-
pated in use immediately compensated heat losses incurred. 
4-2 
2.2. The Commercial Instrument 
The fiow microcalorimeter ~as developed by 
A.J.Groszek in the research laboratories of the British 
Petroleum Co., at Sunbury, and later manufactured and 
marketed by 'Microscal Ltd', 20 Mattock Lane, Ealing, 
~1.5. Early systems studied involved metals and metal 
oxides in pO~ldered form, \,lhich adsorbed detergents from 
lubricating Oils46 and "lorks involving the adsorption of 
hydrocarbons on to cast iron4? and also on to molybdenum 
- 48 disulphide, boron nitride and tungsten sulphide, 
graphite49 soon follol-led. ~Iith some adaptation the 
instrument proved useful ~ the photographic field, 
especially l~ith regard to the adsorption of gelatine50 ,51 
and stabili~ers52 on silver and silver compounds~ It 
is kno"m to be proving of considerable interest in the 
research fields of pigments, dentistry, metal corrosion, 
and catalysis, as ~ell as research generally in surface 
chemistry and solution thermodynamics~ 
2.2.1.Design 
The purpose of the instrument \ghen originally con-
ceived ~las to enable a study of surface reactions by 
monitorin~ the accompanying heat changes~ If· the 
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Fig. 2.1, THE 'FLOW MICROCALORIMETER. 
adsorbent could be in pO~lder form, the adsorbate Ithich 
may be gaseous or in liquid phase \-10u1d be a110\"led to 
enter the surface phase \~hen permeated through the 
pOI~der bed in the calorimeter'., Thermistors Itere 
realised to be the most compact and sensitive detectors 
, 
of temperature change. 
2.2.2. Construction 
A schematic diagram of the flow calorimeter is 
shotm in figure 2.1. - It' consists of' a cjrlindrica1 
-
aluminium block (1) 16.5 cms in height and 15.5 cms 
in diameter. Aho1o'dri11ed through its axis houses' 
a Tef10n cell (3) 6mms internal diameter and about 
3cms in length. The base of the cell is closed by 
clumping aBainst it, a spring-loaded outlet tube (5) 
'having a stainless steel 5GG-mesh gauze (4) surrounded 
by a rubber o-ring for a liquid-tight joint. This 
supports the pm'lder (2) under examination, an outlet 
tube (6) is secured by screws; its base fits snugly 
against the top of the cell. 
'l'emperature changes are detected by t\"m therm-
istors (10) I~hich protrude from the cell l'la11s aud 
are covered by the powder. They are connected in a 
\'ib.eatstone Bridge circuit (figure 2.2.a) and are, 
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opposed by t\-/o reference thermistors (9) embedded in 
the metal block~ The output (imbalance is caused by 
temperature change) is fed via an amplifier unit to a 
potentiometric recorder~ 
There is ,provision for experimentation above 
ambient temperature: the metal block may be heated up 
to 150°0 by means of a thermocouple embedded in the 
block \1hich is fed by a ,stabilised pO\-Ter supply via a 
variac control unit~ It \-/i11 give an output of approx-: 
imately 4Op,volts/oO above room temperature. There are 
t~IO further cylindrical cavities (7) to accommodate con~ 
tainers of solvent and, solution and allo~/ their temp~ 
eratures to reach that of the calorimeter, prior to 
reaction. The liquid then percolates through the 
narrow channels (8) into the cell. 
The powder bed formed in the cell occupies approx-: 
imately 0~15 ccs ~Then its level· is 2 mInS above the level 
,/ of the thermistors. 
The block is heavily lagged and mounted t'/i th 
electrical components and batteries inside a cabinet 
~Ihich stands on three legs,. allotling ready acceGS to 
the base of the cell. (figure 2.3) 
A bank of four 1~5 volt batteries feeds the brid~e 
circuit (figure 2!2!a) and the sensitivity m'litch 
connects in one, t\10, three or all of .these; a supple-
Fip:. 2.~ : THE =LO<J I Tepoe IOrtU'!ETE.Tt 
mentary toggle s''litch connects into the circuit an 
additional resistor to reduce sensitivity. R1 and R4 
are adjustable resistances ~lhich are required to adjust 
the output voltage (i.e: the position of the pen on 
the potentiometer slide ~Jire and hence on the chart)..-
The the~istors are matched pairs of the 'bead at the 
end of a glass probe' type having resistance of approx-
imately 4.15 K.n. at 25°C and a temperature coefficient 
of - 3.7% per degree centigrade at 200 C. The 
current they pass is considered to be directly pro-
portional to the voltage applied \1hen operating in the 
caloriqeter. 
2.2.3. Calibration 
A third adjustable resistor, R2, ic used in the 
calibration circuit, figure 2.2.b~ together , ... ith a 
single 1.5 volts battery, bipolar s''litch and an 
adapted outlet tube containing a small heating coil 
soldered into the stainless steel gauze. By apply-
ing a volt~ge across this coil for varying periods 
of·time, heatins effects are produced and a series of 
peaks of different shapes cnd sizes are observed on 
the recorder chart. 
Each peak comprises t"10 curves, one heating anC! 
:4·9 
, 
ono cooling. 
e. ___ . __ _ 
- -a. 
Over the heating portion of the curve the energy 
imput,. is proportional to time of flot" of current; 
over both portions 'the 'heat lost is proportional to 
the excess of the higher temperature over that of 
ambient I provided Nel'1ton IS La\oi of Cooling is obeyed: 
i • 
i.e': - Q = heat lost c K x fIe dt 
t, 
c K.A2 
( where: K '" some constant 
A2 = area under curve as shown ) 
Similarly, heat lost during heating: 
'" K.A1 
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Since the o~iGinal and final temperature8 are the 
same, the total heat loss must equal the total heat 
input. 
i.e: K ( Ai + A2 ) = total energy input. 
Hence the energy input is.proportion?l to the 
peak areas; this is found to be so up to about 60 
millicalories' output from solid/liquid systems~ 
2.2.4. Sensitivity 
Extremely small temperature changes are generally 
observed for surface reactions. As so little adsorb-
ent is examined, involving perbaps less than 1m2 surface,· 
the instrument is necessarily sufficiently sensitive 
to detect a change of temperature as little as 10-400 • 
With reference to figure 2.2.a, assuming the output· is 
measure~ from the midpoints of each of Ri and R4, and 
, ; 
considering each side of the bridge to be a potential 
divider, its output voltage can be.shotm to be 94.85mV 
for 10 0 temperature cbange at the thermistors in the 
cell. 
Using a similar potential divider method 
(comprising kilo-ohm 1% tolerance resistors and a 
1.8ohm 5% tolerance wound resistor);, a full scale 
.~ 
deflection (f.s.d.) of the recorder is obtained from 
an input voltage of 1 mi11ivo1t i.e: each scale 
division (.01 x f.s.d.) represents a temperature 
-4 " , 
change of 1.05 x 10 °c at maximum sensitivity \~hich 
\-/ou1d occur from heat effects close to 25 f'c:a10ries. 
The variation of temperature changes ~lhich give rise 
to a f.s.d.'\'1ith sensitivity is shO\m in table 2.1 • 
• 
Table 2.1. ' Variation of Sensitivity of Calorimeter. 
Sensitivity Bridge Voltage Bridge gutput Temperature 
Setting (volts) , (mV/ C) , Change/f.s.d. 
4N(maximum) 5.42 94.85 .0105 
3N 4.10 71.75 .0139 
" 
2N 2.70 47.25 .0212 
1N 1.33 23.275 .0430 
4R(reduced) 0.68 11.90 .0840 
3R 0.505 8.838 .1132 
2R 0.33 5.775 .1732 
1R(minimum) 0.155 2.713 .3687 
Such sensitivity is made 'possible as a result of 
its high thermal stability; it is amply lagged and the 
thermal capacity of the cell is very low; ,most heat 
\'/hich is developed is absorbed by the solvent f10\-I. 
, 
The effect of solvent flo~/ rate on the effective 
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, 
thermal capacity is estimated using the calibration 
coil; current is passed until a ne,,! position of equil-
ibrium is attained on the chart. It t~ill vary slightly 
according. to the flot,! rate and as both the rise in 
temperature and the heat'supplied are knm-ID, the effect-
ive thermal capacity can' be deduced to be approxi-
, 
mately constant over this range of flo\>1 rates:-' 
Table 2.2. Variation of' Ei'fective Thermal Capacity 
vlith Flot'l Rate 
Flot'1 Rate Displacement Time to Effective (n heptane)' of Base Line Attain Thermal 
Equilibrium CapaciS~, 
needle IDls/min Divisions Vc (secs) (mcals/ C) 
. 
28G .096 74 .0157 430 2.00 
50G .057 72.6 .0154- 485 2.29 
~B2G .035, 72.8 .0154- 500 2.37 
. 
34G .003 70.6 .0150 460 2.24 
.. 
Subsequently - marketed models have incorporated a 
D,.C. Amplifier between the calorimeter and the potentio-
meter amplifier, to increase the sensitivity. 
In practice there is also a limit on the permissi~ 
ble time duration of a heat change process, particularly 
if this is relatively small: this limit is governed by 
the base-line stability. If the recorder deviates from 
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its base-line for more than about 60 minutes as a 
result of a heat change, an extremely steady and non-:'-
drifting base-line io demanded in order 'to interpolate 
• 1'1ith confidence betl'/een start and finish of peak.' In 
fact a base,..line \'lhose drift is not 
in 18 hours (i..e: 1 scale division, 
10 minutes) is sufficiently stable. 
at 1 ~oot per hour. 
greater ,than 1 f.s.d. 
. -4 0 
say 2 :c 10 ,C t in 
The chart moves 
The flow rates from the tl'1O flasks must be identi-
cal, othert'lise the base-line \'Iill be unstable at the 
point of changeover. The thermistors t passing current, 
have a pO\'ler dissipation: "maximum mean pO~ler dissi-
pation in liquid at 20°C averaged over any 20 milli~ 
second period does not -exceed 100 mW' ao .024 calories:: 
per sec • Such diSSipation Hill be reduced by the 
increased cooling effect of an increased flow rate . 
through the cell. The thermistors ~lill detect this as 
an apparen-t endotheI-mic process t and the bridge balance 
\-1111 be shifted. 
, 2.2.5~ Operating Technigue 
-Reactional heat changes are assumed to take place 
,at,constant temperature, and no correction is made for 
heat losses. 
,The calo:!'imeter is constructed on the micro scale 
to reduce overall temperature changes and ensure they 
remain uniform through:out 'the cell; " the l1eight of 
, 
titanium dioxide pigment used is generally 250 mgs and 
extremely 10~1 but accurately-controlled flo'll rates 
(in the ragion of 0.05 mls/minute)' are ~mpl"oyed. 
Having ensured the cell is cleaned and free of 
dust (inspection is facilitated by use of a small 
'pen' torch) the outlet tube is clamped i:':l position, 
, and it is plugged \-lith a rubber bung. About 2 mls of 
the solvent to be used are pipetted into the cell to 
fill it and the \1eighed quantity of pigment (about 
250 mgs) poured into the cell via a funael. It is 
, allot1ed to settle and form a bed on the gauze: to try 
to ensure uniform and constant packing of this bed, 
an arbitrary period of three minutes is devoted to 
the settlL'1g process, follotling \'lhich the solvent is 
drained ut1ay, the inlet tube clamped in position and 
the flol'1 of solvent established, from a 250 IDl. tap 
funnel clamped in position as sho'ill in figure 2.3. 
ilaving adjusted the sensitivi'ty to the desired 
level, (the maximum level possible ~Iithout the expected 
peak going off chart) altered R1 and R4 to move the pen 
into position on the chart, prepared a solution from 
" 
i'lhi'ch addorption i'lill be studied and obtained a stable 
base-line on the chart, the adsorption process may be 
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commenced. Adsorbate is introduced into the cell in 
one 01' t\"10 \~ays. 
The method, generally employed so-called the 
"saturation technique" involved use of a second 
identically set-up flask containing the solution and 
the 1'10,·1 01' sol vent. is immediately replaced by· 1'10\>1 
01" solution. Ideally, . one adsorption peak i5 nOt'1 
obser-Ied: the desorption process is follo\'led by reverting 
to sol-lent as before ~lithout disturbiilg the 1'10\<1. . 
A.ft~r any surface reaction, provided. the 1'10\'1 rate is 
the same as initially, the base-line should be in 
; exo.,ctly the same position .. on the chart as before the 
., 
reac'tion~ 
Al~eraatively, the solution is injected from a. 
micro syringe into the undisturbed solvent flo~l, the 
so-called "pulse technique" \'lhen, if a :.:oeversible 
. adsorption process occurs, a peak, follovled by a 
desorp·t;ion trough is observed, as 'the solvent immediate-
ly \-lashes off the surface most or all adsorbute tlhich 
had just adsorbed. 
In conclusion, the inlet 'and outle~ tubes are 
removGd and pigment removed by tmshine; t'1i th 10t'l boiling 
point petroleum opirit in conjunction ':lith ultrasonic 
irradiation to ·clean them. A ~lash-bo'Gtle containing 
the same petroleura spirit and pipe cleaners are useu 
56. 
to remove'Hith care, residual pigment in the cell, 
around the thermistors. 
The most suitable \oJay of measuring the peak area, 
is to trace each one on to fine quality unruled fool-
scap paper, cut"out the tracing, and weight ·it. ThiS, 
perhaps surprisingly, has been found to be more accur-
ate than use of a planimeter (which is ideally used only 
for areas in excess of 50 cms2 or so, \·/hile some cali-
bration peaks are only 2-3 cms2 in area) or the count-
ing of squares of chart paper ~lithin the peak. 
In studying organic pigments it \'ms found to be 
necessary to pretreat them in order to improve the . 
permeability of the bed they. formed. They ~Iere mixed 
into a slu:r:ry \1ith' \1ater, dried overnight in an oven 
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at 12000, crushed in a mortar and sltaved dry bet\1een 100 and 
200 mesh s.~~ves. This ensured ·that no clusters 
>150 fA in diameter, and no primary particles ~lere used 
in the calorimeter; most were' ~ 75}'- .. 
2.2.6. r10dlfications 
The operation of so sensitive a calorimeter demanded 
close regulation of temperature control. Initially 
it appeared to·be remarkaply unaffected by draughts, 
but the slightest changes of·temperature, even of the 
order of 0.500, in the room caused a prolonged dr+ft 
of the pen ot-ling' to the delay in the heating or. cool- . 
ing of the block·to that of the surrounding air. 
1 • • , 
The room 1IlaS ther.efore thermostatted accurately; 
the thermo~tat unit mounted on the lqall behind. the 
calorimeter vIas conn~cted to a small ;:; KW fan heater 
fixed to the \'1811 at tq.e opposite side of the. room. 
An old balance cabinet vlas fitted t'lith perspex sides' and 
tHO sliding doors at the. ,front to prov:i..c1.e access, and",. 
placed over. the calorimeter. Its' edges t-rere, crudely 
sealed 11ith Sellotape ,and air fro.m a compressed air 
li,ne t1aS fed into the cabinet, at the room temperat,ure 
via a·tune of diameter 4.5 cms and?5 cms in length, 
This ensured a 
continuous change of air in the cabinet and allol'red 
, , 
control of humiSlity dO\m to around 10% if necessary~ 
During t.rinter, time ~Ihen the heat losses from the 
room (~rh1ch is sit~ated directly beneatJ:! a flat roof) 
are considerable, the fan heater tolaS s\,litched on l'lith 
increage~ ~requency and could cope quite adequately 
t'1ith control of temperature. Hot'lever, as the heat~ng 
required is reduced'in summer~ the heat output tended 
to become erratic and it \1aS necessary to by-pass this 
system t-lith an auxilliary, one involving a 'Transtat' 
non-indicating temperature controller t'rhich is fully 
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transistorised and uses a platinum resistance bulb as 
a sensing element. 
Figure 2~3 also sho,'lS t~lo smaller flasks to ~lhich 
capillary ,outlet tubes were fused. F1m'l rates \'lere 
timed from each flask and compared; equalisation ,1as 
achieved by snapping off short lengths of the capillary 
of the slower f101l1-rate flask until equal '[;0 the other. 
This ::?rocedure 1I1as tedious and the capillaries 1.'lere 
exceedingly accident'-prone, so t1l10 tap fu::me1s had , 
ground glass :'.\.:.uer-type nozzles fused ·to their outlet 
tube. This a1101l!ed ready interchange of 2" long stain-
less steel hypodermic needles between the f'laaks. In 
·this ~ray an exactly reproducible and eq".lal f10\'1 "las· 
obtained £:::-om different f·1aslm at any time. I:!m1ever. 
if' standard needles l1ere used it reduced the flo\,1 rates 
possible to three of four distinct values ( depending 
on the internal gauge of the needle) instead of' a 
fluole :::'a."lgc of capillary sizes. It also p:::'ecluded 
the use of t,'10 liquids "Those viscosities varied t-Tide-
, ly. but as only dilute solutions lIT~re ever used this 
,'100 of no disadvantage. 
In order to safeguard against individual f'ailure 
01' 'the cells ,'Thich f'eed the bridge, and hence irregular 
variation of the oensitivity settings. it is proposed 
to replace the s\'litch \lith five hundred-ohm resistors 
connected in series t1ith all four batteries and 
several tappings to·connect in one or more of these 
. : . .., 
in·to .. the bridge circuit and so vary· its vol tb-ge. 
The flot'1 system. is considered to. be adequate; 
some users have "led liq,uid from. eaqh flask in turn dotoJIl 
a single inlet tU'De via a three-tmy tap, often .using the 
tap to adjust the rate of flow. tJhile thj.s prevents any 
heat changes t'lithin t.he calorimeter cell arising out of 
mixing. there, it is difficult to reI;lroduce a· flOt'l rate 
precisely by adjustment of this tap, and the flOt'I' rate 
has been shvtoJIl to cause variation in the peak area for 
a given heat input, particularly ~lhen' .the former is 
increased above 0.075 mls/min53 which is still a 
relatively .SlO~1 flo\,1 rate. The change-over of flasks 
described previously means a doubled flot'l rote for about 
three seconds which cannot be observed on the.chart. 
(The opening and closing of flask taps \'lhile I in si tu I is 
avoided as they are not greased cnd can~stick or fallout, 
or the needle can be damaged,· \'/hen being hurriedly 
. . .' ~ . . 
manipulated) • 
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EXPElllr1ENTAL 
3.1. Hatoriols 
;.1.1. l?ift5lonts 
All experimental tlork MS beon carried out using 
. . 
titanium dioxido of various torms, ~ith the exception 
of the investigations made in connection with surface 
area measurement; in this caoe a ranse ot metals, 
metsl oxides ono. organic pigmento ~ere used. . The 
titanium dioxide samples woro always coamerciol grades, 
except for a series of troated rutile samples, kindly 
supplied by Dr. D. Rechmonn of Titongesellschatt A.G. 
;.1.1.1. StorMo and Drying 
All pigments were used exactly as supplied except 
in one isolated caoe tlhero dialysio was carriod out 
to removo uater-soluble surface oaterial. The con-
ditions of storaso varied, hotlever, ano. the pi@'ilont 
\'100 definod according to those: 
.i. tlelghcd quantities of the 'dried' 
piGment bad beon placed overni~ht in on oven at a 
temperature between 1200 and 1300 • This temperature 
wos considered not to bo high enoUGh os to causo dehy-
dration of tho surface treatments, but sufficient to 
J 
removo all but the first or part of the first, mono-
layer of vater on the surface, (that io, the loosoly 
held', pbysically-adsorbed \tater molecules).. It woe 
then rapidly transferred to the calorimeter via a 
desiccator • 
• ii. The nnormal" pigI:lent was stored for at 
least a t1eek in a desiccator containing" '.a saturated 
solution, of sodiuc bromide t1hoee S. V .P. ~1as" 60% 
relative hucidity 0 2500. In thio stato it (toe con-
sidored to contain several layers of loosoly held t1ater 
on the surface, and corresponded oost closely to the 
batch pigments actually used at tho timo of paint 
man),li'acture. 
.i11. The "wetted" pigment uas stored over 
t1oter, for a t10ek or more prior to use." 
3.1.1.2. Surface Area Dotermination 
The surface-treated rutile samples wore supplied 
t11th sUrface area data, but other pigmonts required a 
determination to be snde. This t1SS dono by the mothod 
of Brunsuer, Emmett and Teller54 using nitrogen GS the 
adsorbate, at ??~5~. A monolayer volume, Vm, deduced 
using the equation: 
, , 
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" . 
p c 1 + (C -1) P 
- -v (po - p) 'Vm C Vm C po ________ (3,1.) 
(whero p c pressure of nitrogen 
po c S.V.P. Of " 
v = volume adeorbGd 
C c a constant,related to-the enorgy of 
the gas adsorption). 
, 
The loft hand side of equation :;.1. is plotted 
against the partial nitrogen pressure P /po to obtain a 
, , -
straight line over an approximate'Pipo rango'0!05 -'0.35~. 
Its gradient is (0 ... 1 )/Vm C and its intercept 1/Vm O. 
It can be deduced that Vm = 1/(gradient + intercept) 
and this is convortod to a value of the specific area 
if it 10 Bosumed that the aroa oocupiod by Q nitrogen 
o 2 -1 55 
moloculo in the monolayer is 16.2 A. mol •. 
S~A. = Vm,Ho. 16 .. 2 
22.4 x 10' x 1020 
(where vm is measured in cca, at S.T.P 
No ia Avogadro's Number), 
3~1.1~3~, Surface Aroa. Results o.n.d Anal:rsis Data 
Surface Area results quotod bolo~ have boen 
. ", 
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TABLE 3.1~ ANALYSIS DATA 
7Jl'i02 ioZnO foA1203 ioSi02 %P205 ~~LOf;S (2/ '1~ Soluble surfa2e_l 10,)°C Salts ;\f~~2m "gO 
Rutile Rl 99·5 nil nil nl..L -
Rutile 5 93;5 1.0 2.0 1.5 0.2 0.7 0.1 >L4.72 
Anatase lOb 9i.5 <0.002<0.10 0.05 0.4 0.4 0·3 9.30 
Treated~ Tl - nil 0.5 1.8 - - - 8.42 
Rutiles 
T2 - nil 1.0 1.8 - - - 8.50 
. T3 - nil 1.5 1.8 - - -
110 .40 . 
T4 . - nil 2.1 1.8 - - - 11
1
.74 
'r - nil 2.1 0.9 - - - 110.90 5 
T6 - nil 2.1 0·35 - - - 9.53 
T7 - nil 2.1 nil - - - 9.19 
measured at the Point Researcb Station • The analysis 
. figures of R1, R5 and 10b ore not to be regarded as 
speci£ications, but merely as typical analysis reGults, 
from the monufacture~. 
,?1.2.,Solvents 
Early work was completed uoing n-heptono ao a 
solvent; it io easily characterised, relatively free 
of bomologues, and other difficult - to - rQIDove im-
purities. 
Tho n-heptano was supplied 'by Nay and Baker Ltd 
'(laboratory ohemicals). Each winchester quart was 
openod upon reoeipt and some dried Aoleoulor Seive 
type 4A added to allo\'1 some drying to toke place o'ver 
the initial period of storage~ It tloS thon slo\:11y 
distilled, and only tbe fraction boilinG between 
98°0 Emd 98!50C t/oa collocted, then to be stored in El 
litre flook containing fresb sodium wire and supplied 
t-lith a Glass otopper covered \'1ith a teflon sleove. 
Tbe refractive index wao occaoionally coasured, 
/ 
of the fractions 00 prepared, by Abbe Rofractometer 
20 
and checked against a literature valuo of DD ::: 
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Arbitrary oxperimental limits of DD20c 
1.389 - 1.387 were chosen. 
The water content of the n-heptane wos not 
measured as it was belew the limit ot detectien ef 
the Karl Fischor apparatus. 
This selvent alse wos supplied by t1ay and Baker Ltd 
(as "Sulphur-froe, crystallisable") and stered over 
calcium hydride as a desiccant, but prior to 
distillation. it una refluxed over a' soxhlet contain-
ing fresh calcium hydrido for about 2l~ hours ensur-
ing that nll azeotrepes hod disappeore~. Distillation 
\'I9.S then carried out, at 80°0 and then sterage was 
ovor Molecular Sieve typo 4A, in a similar flask as 
befere, for nover m2£2 than three days. Karl Fischer 
Analyses shOt-led the water content to rise o.pproc-
iably after this period. 
occasionally chocked to be 
The Refractive index waG 
n 20 co 1.501 ! 0.001 56 D 
3 •. 1.2.,:>-. Neaouroment of t1nter centont of benzene 
The Korl Fischer57 oothod is used, in Ubich a 
.technique of back titration5B may be employed; 
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exceso of Fischer reag~nt is added to a known 
volume of bonzeno and then titrated with a standard 
solution of tloter in methanol, to detormino the excess. 
Fischor rea~eDt is a mixture ot methanol, 
pyridino. iodine and sulphur dioxido aDd Is bolieved 
to react with vot~r and consume 
the following mechanism59: 
iodine according to 
The cnd pOint is the chanGo of dark brotlD to 
palo yellow, but as this io not easy to detect 
visually, it is generally done olectrometricolly by 
conneotin~ ttlO omall platinum eloctrodeo immersed in 
the roaction vesoel ie soriee with a epot gnlvano-
A oma1l potential (N 2mV) 
io applied acroes thom and current £10t1S t1hile 
excess roagent reooins, as iodine compounds in 
oolution depolarise the electrodos. \1hon DO 
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t.o.>a.t:lt..t 
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13, ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT ~OR 
:DETECTION of TlrRAT/ON £N])POINT 
}'ig. 3.1. Apparatus for Determination of \>later Content of Benzene 
r 
• i 
. 
iodine resains, one electrode becoaee polarised 
and the galvanomoter deflnction falls sharply to zero. 
The contents of the reaction veosel are continu-
ously stirred and dry nitrogen flushed throUGh to 
displace any moist air. - About 15 ols. standard 
solution of ~lator in aethanol are run in from the 
riGht hand burette, an approximate end point oboerv-
ed on running in Fischor reagent froo the other 
burette, a few mle. eXCOOG added, thon a oore 
accurate end point attoinod \1ith vater solution back 
titration. Each titration carriod out systematic-
ally takes.three minutes. 
~e lowest reliable lioit of detection of ~atcr 
~lith this instrument is 0.020 08. 01.-1 (Table 3.2.). 
3.1.3. Adsorbates 
These were generally Fluka (grado, puriae) with 
the exception of·severa). eamplos aupplied eithor by 
Kodak Ltd. or by Koch ... Liaht LaboratorieG~ All 
were used as supplied without any furtbor purification 
procesEl~ 
The alkyd resins were commercia.l erodeo,. In 
the pulse injection ,-/ork, Paraloc 10 (a lons oil 
linseed pento glycorol resin) was ueed from eolution 
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TABLE 3.2. ~/ATE:l CONTENT OF BENZENF. 
'. TREATI;ElIT WATER! 1 WATER p.p.m. 
mg.ml by weight 
As supplied 0.275 
.± 0.020 31 3.9.± 22.8 
Stored 1 week 
. over CaH2 0.124 .± 0.009 141.6 + 10.3 
I~~ediately after 
reflux and distillation 0.020 22.8 
Distilled + 1 dayts storage 0.020 22.8 
Distilled + 2 day's storage 0.020 22.8 
Distilled + 3 day's storage 0.051 .± 0.004 58.2 .± 4.6 
Distilled + 4 day's storage 0.063 .± 0.005 .71.9 .± 5.7 
Distilled + 5 day's storage 0.118 .± 0.009 134.7.±10.3 
in benzene. 
3.2. l'leaouroment of Adaorption Isothorms 
3.2.1. Apparatus 
Adsorption isotherms of lauric and stearic 
acid were determined by a liquid sCintiliation 
countins method. using a Panax SCLP2-counter which 
contained an EA 60975 photomultiplier ( uater cooled 
tor constant temperature and. background'noise re-
duction). The scalor and timer \1Gro Panox 6 decade 
'ind1cet1ngtypeo P7100, P?2oo. 60011 flat bottomed 
Glass viala (D.J. jars) vera used to contain eacploo 
to be counted; to these'had be on added a liquid 
scintillator, Ilucleor Enterprises' (Ddinburgh) 
N.E. 214 which is a xylone-based sCintillator con~ 
taining naphthalene to shift the tltlvelength at t'lh1ch 
oaximum emission occurs to 4200 A 0 , the region 01' 
maximum sensitivity of the photomultiplier tube. 
The oleic acid system was suspected to be 
quenched \'/hen counting coi:im:lonced (see section 3.2.2.) 
so II Ponex windowleso counter \:lea employed to count, 
via a plastic phosphor and oimiler photo~ultiplier, 
very small evaporated samples on aluminium 
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ploncettes.· The efficioncy of this method is 
inferior, ho~evcr, to liquid scintillation counting, 
although problems of quenching or self absorption 
are eliminated •. 
;.2.2. Principlos of Operation 
The solution containing radioactively-labelled 
colecules of acid is mixed with an excess volume of 
scintillator (volume ratio solution. scintillator= 
1 ml: 5 mls.) in the D.J. jor~ Carbon-14 is a 10'"1 
energy ~- emitter; when the scintillotor is 
struck by an ionising particle it is excited, and 
on returning to its original ground state it emits a 
photon; each of these is detected by tho photomulti-
plier and converted into a voltase pulse. Such 
pulses are proportional to tho energy lost by the 
f3 - particle. They are amplified and fod via a 
pulse height analyser to tho docade counter, i.ol 
it acts as a spectromete~. 
Thio.method of counting ensures geomotrical 
reproducibilitY,as with all i'lu1d counting methods, 
the counting is extremely rapid ( up to 104 c.P,s 
may be achieved before coincidence loooeo break 
dow the accuracy and 105 counts are sufficient 
for statistical purpooos) and the acouraoy can 
approach ! O.5C5. The disadvantages of the method 
are that ono must avoid tho analysis of supersaturated 
solutions, (ae radioactive material may be deposited 
on the Halls of the container) the necessary cooling 
of the assembly (oither by fridgo or t1ith water, to 
reduce the backsround noise level) and the necossity 
. to used very pure solvents to avoid 'quenching'. 
This is.tho prevention of liGht flashes from-beins 
registored by tllo photomultipl1er tube either Ot'ling 
to the colour of the solution or to compounds present 
\>lhich absorb tbe energy, Giving riso to ocintillotions 
prior to the actual light emission. 
, Tbe use of plancottes requires either an 
infinitely thick or an infinitely thin solid film 
be counted to ensure tbe geometry for a reproduoible 
number of ~ - particles to reacb the phosphor. 
AlthOUGh tbis method eliminates concern over 
quenching or 60lf absorption lossos, it introduces 
considerable pipotting errors ao small pipettes 
arc usod, and coat important, reduces'tue'overall 
officiency of counting from around ~ for liquid 
ocintillation countinG to around 15%, 
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~e overall response is largely a function of 
the settings of tho hiBh voltage from the scaler unit 
to the photomultiplier (E.H.T.), the pulse heiGht 
analyser threshold or discriminator bias voltage, 
and the counter amplifier gain. 
Sealed ampoules of both a standard and a back-
ground were counted at differing settings of the 
E.H.T. voltage' "rlth t\10 discriminBtor' bioc values" 
(e.g~-figure 5.2.). A plot ~~s th~n mode (e.g. 
figure 3.3.) of the {source count rato)2 divided by 
the background count rate, again at tuo values of . 
the discriminator bias: maximum efficiency t10S 
achieved when (source count rate)2/ .(bOCkground count 
rate) was a maximum. From this two approximate 
E.H.T. settings were cbosen and at theoe values, 
count rate against discriminator bias voltage wero 
plotted, to determine the optimum bias voltage, 
the curve deViated from linearity. (e.~~ figure 
The final settings chosen thus gave 0 high 
\-1here 
3.4.). 
. , 
source count rate with relatively low bac1'6X'ound 
count rate, a source count rate t1hich didn't change 
significantly with B.H.T. variation and which produced 
only small change of count rato with 4iccriminator 
bias. Thoso t10ro found to be 1200 volts E.H.T. and 
12 volts bias for otaaric acid (figureo 3.2.".'.,3.4.) 
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Slight differences tlera obsorved at the tioe of the 
lauric-and oleic acid counts. 
3.2.4. Preliminary Elmeriments 
.~,2.4.1. Prenaration of Solutions 
It \'100 found, t1hen elUl1llining the oleic ooid 
, . isotherm, to· be unsotisfaotor,y to prepare samples ot 
acid oolution. add to the pigment, then include a 
small;quantityof labollod ncid for COuntU1G purposos~ 
The used of O~'I 1lI1., 'I cl. and 2 I!ll~ pipettes EI!'ld 
~ven a microuyriuBo wao to be ~voidod ~herever 
possible owint:r to large errors associated tlitb their 
uoe~ Hence l1otock solu'ilional1 containing labelled 
acid tJcre prepared and diluted os required for the 
other isothorco. 
, ·As suppliod trom tho Radiochem1ca1 Contro,· 
Anorohnm. the carbon 14 labelled aoids, lauric, 
stearic and oloic were in solution in benzene. This 
.. \10S romovod by froGllo drying and the rosidual aoid 
ra-dissolved in n-hoptane: ordinary acid ~oo added to 
propare 0 concentrated stoel!: oolution "JUeh could bo 
diluted 00 requirod., . 
Raking the precise that 1 ~o olectivity Givos 
?? 
a oount rate ot 2.2 x 106 counts per minute, the 
level of activity (in jAc.m1.-1 ) of the stock 
solution could be adjusted to' Give ouitable count rates 
even at tho le~est expocted level of concentration 
(e.g, 100 c.p.s) as the initial total activity ot the 
acid we lmot'1Zl~ 
-No pz>oblemo of solubility \1ere encountered pre-
purinz oleic and lauric acid solutiona and 40 -'60~1 
concentration ~]aa considered to be adequate to indicate 
the plateau reelon of the Lnnsmuir·type iootherm which 
~as expected. Ho~evert oven 20mN steario acid in 
heptane \'lao unattainablo, and a rough dilution' '-las 
necessary (by heating the flask and removing 100tlls 
of the litre of solution at the elevated temperature. 
~io later necossitated a titration to check tho con-
centration). 
3.2,4.2. Titrationo 
I1etbanolic potassium hydroxide \100 used to 
standardise the acid! This wos'first standardised 
with a prepared solution 01' benzoic acid 10 mothanol 
at about 60°C using phenolphthalein 00 indicator, 
Samples of the adsorbate acid ~ere then sbaken with 
methanol end also titrated hot tlith potaosium bydrox-
.-
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ida uith tho same.indicator. 
Careful titration \]a9 llI;;\do of stearic acid to 
establish its 'stock' concontrDtion. RoUGh titration 
only tlOS oarried out on oloic and lauric acids al.roady 
eg\li~ibrato<1 \lDder experimental conditions t'1ith 
pi~ent to che~k that tbe plateau rOBion of the 
isotherm bad been arrivod at: thero t10S aome doubt 
uith oleic acid titrationo: 
3.2 .. 4.3. Calibration of Pi'Dottes 
All pipottes excopt.a craduatod pipette ~ore re-
calibrated t:Jith n-heptano an orizinally they tlero 
dos1e;ned for use !:Jith uater. As the surface tonsio~ 
of n-hoptane 1:3 considerably loos than that of' \'lator, 
less tlaS retained in the pipette tilleD drainod, so it 
actually delivered core than its stated volume. 
R9Poa~o<1 chocks llere cado of the voieht of heptano 
dolivered por pipotte ono. the volume chocked ODOum-
ine a de!'lsity of 0,684 clcc.60 nouever, a small 
systomatic orror had.beon introduced by '~he faot that 
tho hoptane solutions t'iero mlldo up at 20°0 and thoso 
of lauric and stearic aoido used at 25°C. HencQ all 
actual concontrations 0.1'0 fractionally lot/er than 
thoso quoted, 
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,.2.'h4• Calibration of Sealed Ampoules 
A·stonda1~ and backBround count on the liquid 
oounter \'ler.o ta.lten daily to check: 
a) the '.notrumento.l stability of the counting unit 
b) the ~eneral level· of baokBround in the laboratory, 
in cooo of 3pillago or contamination. olse\'Ihere~ 
c) ccntnnination of tho photooultiplier or lead 
caetl~ itself, from any previous jors which may 
. have leruted~ 
These tlore oost satisfilOtorily carried out uoing 
sealod ampoules or standard, activo oatorial and baok-
sround, non active motorial. Hence their count rateD 
had to be expresoed in terms 01' Cl prepared (i.e: 
unsoaled) standard (stock solution) and background 
(n-heptane) in D.J. jars, necessitating an initial 
co.libration. 
A cbock for quenchinc in systems subsequent to 
tho oloic acid. ioothero ~Ias effectively mode when 
oxamin1n~ the linearity of response of the counter to 
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solutiono o~'varying act1vity~ Deviation froe 
linGority would certainly bo observed \'tere quenching 
occurin€;. Figure 3.5. ohovtl on exnotly linear re-
sponse for a sories of active lauric acid solutions. 
This graph aloo became useful as on appar~ntly Doro-
reliable coons of estioatina concentration than do-
duction frOD 0 proportion of the standard count rato 
00 the latter. figure tendea, to vary significantly 
froe day to day. This ~aG probably explained by poor 
optical contact bot~oen jar and tube; each is iccersed 
in 10tr-viscositY'silicono £lui<l to reduco otray ro-
flections at the point of contact. Occasionally a 
bubble may have lodged· beneath the jar. 
,.2.5. Exnerimental Procedure 
A number of 1 oz. 151000 vials \'rere carefully 
sele~te<l free of'blemishes and having ~ell-fittinG 
6cre~ caps.' The rubber gaeket uos replaced by a 
polythene then an aluminium foil ono. Each bottle 
\109 ~(lshed' out in chromic acid and dist111.od 11o.tor, 
dried, and then approxioatoly 1 g. of titanium di~­
ide pigClcnt \'101ghed accurately into all bar tl10 of tho 
bottlos. ~ose had tboir pizwent oDittcd to enablo 
an ostioation to be cade of the adsorption taking 
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fig. 3.5. Linearity of Response of Scintillation Counter for Stearic Acid 
of Varying Levels of Activity 
place on the walls ot the vials during the course of 
tile experiment. !i'he pif3&lent tlas preconditioned in 
an atoosphere of ~.ralativo humidity. In the case 
ot the oloio ooid isotherm, the viols tlera blackened 
on their outer surface to reduce oxidation at the 
double bOLd by stray light. 
The subsequent procodure for trus oystem also 
varied frOD that of the otbar tt/o: 250 role. oach of 
10-2 N, 10-3·N and 10-4 H oloio acid solutions wore 
prepared end the freoze-driod labolled acid cede up 
to 50 m1. of solution in ueptane also. I~O eliminate 
use ot a microsyringo to transfer.tho active acid to 
tho vials, 40 cls. of tho labelled solution tlera 
diluted to 100 mle. 3ivin~ an approximate level of 
activity.ot O.SjlComl.-1. 
'I ml. ot this labelled solution uss added to oach 
!lesk, then, ~lorking in duplicate, varyillG proportions 
of stock solutiono and solvent added via a 2 01. 
grnduated pipette to the bottles to give a range of 
initial concentrationo, Those '~ithout pigment 
received the oame total volumo, 11 010. of the most 
concentrated oolution. 
Five smnll glass balls uere added to each vial to 
prooote . disporsion t the caps ccrottod tightly t and 
sealed \1ith paro£fin-t'l6X tapo to ensure ~/ator-tigbt 
aoal and then they tIero attached to a perspe:c disc 
rotating in a vertical plano in Cl 20°0 thcroootattcd 
l1ater tank and elloued to oquilibrate for 3 cloys or so. 
The vials t'mro alloucd to etand on a tray in tile 
tank to 0110\'1 their contonts'to settle, then Q 0.'1 cl. 
'capillary pipette \'100 UDed to remove slWpIeo 01' the 
solution froe each viol on to an already-heatod norrou-
rimned ploncctto, thuo ollol1inC the hoptnno to evcpor-
ate rapidly and collect a thin evenly-distributcd 
filn of <:,loic acid tor countinc in thc'l1indot11ot1s 
countor. 
Tho dif1'orenco bctvcon ,the initial ond final 
count rotes1'or a anopIe fron the 'un-picrocnted' vial 
Gave on indication vi' the oxtent'of adsorption on tho 
foil c:aelwt and the Glaee; allouancc \1110 ende 1'01' this 
in computing "the recults, 
The ~oin differences in procedure adopted tor the 
i'ollotlillG oYflteco tIere that the tetlperllturo'of equili-
bration '\'TaO 25°0 and that the labelled acid 1100 
incorporatod into tho stock colutionc~ No pipotte 
ol!laller than 5 mls~ uos'used in caople preparation GO 
the errors tlere restricted; pipottes of 5,'10.15 and 
20 olo! 110re uood to troosfor 20 010. of '\-oryS.nc 
oolutiono to the viole, aGoinin duplicato! 
Equilibration \'1US attained l1ith tbo'vials on 11 revolv-
ing spit in a constant teoperaturc room. 
After equilj.bration and 6ottl1nC, '1 Dl. aliquota 
l1Cro removed from oach vial to 0. D.J. jar, Solo. 
phosphor, N.E.214, added, and thoso ohwtcn briofly and 
counted in the liquid ocint:l.llation counter 0.0 ooon as 
possible aftertJards, otorinc thOD meamlnile ·auay from 
lic;ht. 
Three correctiono \"lore applied for-oach count: 
1) - Dea.d titlo loooos e.g: 20 fAoec. per count, during 
unS.cb time other scintillations uill not be 
coui.tod. 
2) BackGround count rata (sealed ampoule) io lovor 
than the truo background rate (D.J.jar containing 
n-heptane) 
3) Initial count ratas ore obtained i'rvo the 
quencM.IlG curve; this figuro trust first bo 
corrected to 0110\"1 for adsorption on the \<10110 of 
the vinl, 
::; • 2.6 ~ ~C.:.:nl=c.::ll=l:;:n.::.ti=o;;:.n~o;;:.r:::...:A;::d::s:::.;o::::rn=t::::i::.:o=n-
Let the initial count rate or a particular 
sample-be Ri c~p~s and that of the equilibriun aaopla 
be Rr c!p.s, as the backGround count rnt~ for thoso ie 
the eoco, Rb c.p~s: 
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(where 01 t! initial conccntro.tio~ of acid, ooloo.r1 
Cf 0 oquilibrium concentration of acid. 
. -1) 
moles.l ~ 
Hf includes allOt-:ance for. adsorpti~n on the class walls 
Of the ~lal and the D~J. jar. Sucb an allo~lOncc is 
deduced from the 'blank vial' solutioe boforo and ofter 
equilibrotior. only, ond to apply thin cox'rection cs a 
proportion of the count over the t'lhole. range of concen-
tration otudied, infers that the adsorption isotherm of 
fatty acid en gleBo io identical to that on titanium 
dioxide. This ie not true, but since adsorption on 
glass ia to ouch a small oxtent e it io considered 
reasonable to make the same dcduct'.on numerically t from 
overy count. 
If no~ the amount of acid adoorbed in ooleo,g-1 
of piGoent io written 00 'x' it can be seon that: 
(l1ilcre tl c: ucisbt of pif.Y!lent in vial, G 
v c volume of solution in vial, 010), 
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,.2.7. Errors in Measurement 
, ' 
Under the conditions of radioactivo"counting as 
described the number of counts, Yl , observed will 
fillow a Poioson distribution about its mean value. 
Tho statistical ppread of measuremonts iD oxpressed 
os the • variaIice', V • t1bicbis defined as the moan 
square deviation; its mean square root is the 'otand-
nrd doviation' , ~ ~ Tbere is 0 68.~~ chance that 
any single value mll lie t1itbin ! a- of the true 
count, and hence that the true mean count is t1itbin 
! er of the total count, n. assumed to be the true 
count. The standard deviation may further be 
assumed to be;n , i.e: the fractional standard 
Cl -~ deviation is "n n ., -ll • 
Tho 6a.~ level of oonfidence is Dot very higb, 
hOt'lev:er; 1£ this is increased to, 95.5;':) and tho random 
error allowed is the same (;o/n.100% i.e: 1~ for 104 
counts) one must now rneasure 4 x 104 counts. 
Gonerally, active solutiono Gavo count rates of be-
tt'lOen 5 x 10' and 100 c.p.s and a substantial number 
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of counts are soon amassed.·, BOt10Ver, tho background 
count ratos ( and th~ plancette sample count rates) 
.. t1ere as 10t'1 ao 1 c.P~s, £lO the tarsot numbGr of 4 x 104 
counts' t'IOS never achieved, honce thoso t1ere an 
additional source of error.. At this 95.~ confidence 
level, the random error varies exponentially botween 
! 4.4'1% on 2 x 103 counts ond about O.?!y'J on 106 
counts or more. 
Each count rate recorded is the meon of three or 
more detorminationo and the S'S random error is toot 
aSSOCiated with the Gum of· these counts (e.gl 4 x,105 
counts measured tour times = 0.7~) ond of their 
corresponding background counts (e.~1 1000 counts 
measured three,timeG = 3.65%). Those % errors arc 
then converted into a number of counts, added together 
and a now % random error evaluated. 
values rood froe the quenching curve., 
For Rn - R 11 
'i b 
an additional 
·,allowance is code tor 0 possible error of : 15 c.P.~ 
in reading-off· values, 
l?ipettes t-le1"o the main sourco of eXTOl" when 
preparing or tr~sferring solutions; apart from the 
error froo use with n-heptane instoad of wotor, tor 
\,lhich the calibration was carried out, tile follot~inG 
random errore were ascribed to tho various pipettes 
used; 
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0.1 ml. + 5.0% 
-
1 01. + 2.00 -. 
2 I!l~o! + 1.5-:-S 
-
5 I!Ils. + 1.0% 
-
10 mls. + 0.5% 
-
15 mls. + OAf) 
-
20 ells. + 0.~7.i 
-
.. 
25 mls. + O.~ 
-
-Hence for example, the 50 mM lauric acid stock 
solution was prepared with. negligible tle~ing orror, 
- -but the 40 mM and 10 mI1 solut19ns prepared by dilution 
, 
of the former involved UGe of tuo ?5 ml. pipettes, 
i.o: ! 0.4~ random orror~ 
The graduated pipettos were considered to deliver 
only tlithin 0.02 mls. of the requi1;'od moacure. (i.e: 
1.1% random error for 1.8 mle. deliverod, 20 for 1 01). 
Tllio ·pipette tlOS nover allo\10d to drain completoly. 
All ueigbinGs Of., pigment samples \10re either 
O.Sg ! 0.0004s not {3reatar than 0~2)5 or 1!Og ! 0.00C>4G. 
not greater than 0.1~. 
:S, 3. Calorimotrio r·leosuroments 
The design cnd operational featuros ot tbo 
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calorimeter have·been·desc~ibed.alrea4Y in Chapter 2, 
together "lith an account of the . general ,experimental 
.procedure involving either the pulse injection., 
technique - comparativelY';'rarely used - or the 
saturation adsorption technique. Meas~ements made may 
no,'1 be classified further 'into their respective 
sections according to· the' 'aim of the ~esearch. 
programme. 
;.;.1. Determination of Surface Area 
It had been suggested61. that the flo\,1 micrO-
calorimeter could be used to determine the surface 
area of pO"ldero by recor(iing heat chq,nges acc9m-
panying adsorption from solution. Provided a 
mechanism of hydrogen bonding is accepted as the'., 
force bi?dingalcohol molecules to t~e surface, 
the surface area, S, is said to be "directly: pro;':, 
portional to the integral heat of adsorption per g. 
of solid, llH, 
i.e: S '" K .1H 
(where K is a'proportionality .constant in m~ cal-1 , 
tJ. H is the total heat effect produced' in cals.) 
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tlhon n-butanol forma a close-packed monolayer on the 
surface". 
This wae examined with a variety of pigments. and 
'using 0 butanol solution in n-heptane at the fixed 
arbitrary concentration of 2g.1~1 (27 mt1). The 
pigments ~lere dried overnight in oil oven at 120°0 to 
romove moat of the free ~later at the surfade~ A 
-. 
, single peak was obtained at the most favourable 
maximum sensitivity for each sample and a range of 
beat effects measured • 
. Cne sample \-10.13 notl taken' as having OD accurately 
known surface aroa, as deteroined by nitrogen 
adsorption by the B~E.T. method (see 3.1.1.2~ ODd54 ) 
and a figure deduced for the other pigments, from 
proportions of their heats of displacement • 
. ' . . 
The pulse iD;jection te'ebniquo woo aimilarly 
examined briefly to see t1hnt information it might 
yield. For this t the adsorption' of OD al.Qd rosin 
was carriod out 1)' on t~10 t'itanium dioxides at a 
single concentration of ~w/v. Successive in;jections 
of 20 ,.lS.~ tIora made on the same bod of samplo. 
11) on three titanium dioxides each 
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in the 'liriec'f', "nort:W.l" ·and "l1otted" state. Ca.pryl1c, 
acid and cap~l alcohol (short chain compoundo chooen 
, " . ~ 
merely so as to ensure a desired level of concentration) 
, 
in 25.S ':1/v sol"bion in dried benzene tlere inj~cted both 
before and after a similar,injection of resin on 
, 
different sa.mples in the bed,The aim \1aS to deter-
mine 11hether any repression of the acid. or alcohol 1'1ElS 
observed ol1ing to resin o:r moisturo or both, present on 
the surface. 
In each serios the measurements l1ere made rapidly 
but reproducibility \'13S poor and results wore only 
semi<luantitative.' 
.. .. " . 
~.3.3. Tho Sil1ca-Alumino. Surface-Treated Rutiles 
The aim of this study T:las to establish a relation-
ship between the surface groups on the pigment and the 
quantity of material adsorbed. Stearic acid adsorp-
tion tl0S examined 1'rom benzene solution, primarily to 
, 
conjunct \1ith adsorp~ion studies on the same system 
boingcarried out elsowhere at the Paint Research 
Station. 
One calibration served for all samples; an 
arbitrary concentration of 3g.1-1 (10.5 ~1 solution) 
acid l'las usod. Several peaks 110ro obtained and 
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evaluated for each pigment, and a moan value rocorded. 
This procedure ~as followed for both 
'I • • 
the "normal" pigment (see 3.1.1.1.). 
. . . .' . . 
, , ' 
the ndried" and 
A 10go1-1 ' 
, 
(37.1 mM solution) solution of stearylamine was.also 
- . " 
thua attidiedl if the alumina content cont~olled the 
acid adsorption ~hich proved'to be tho case', ,miGht 
, , 
not the silica, being more acidic in nature control 
the amine adsorpti~n?r-1illipore filtrati<>n of the 
, freshly:':'prepared ambte' solution t1aS found to' be 
,,, . 
necessary as it {'Ias hazy in appearance; thi.s ~raG 
'. . . . 
probably due to carbonation of the solid (Fluka grade 
"purumn) stearylamine, The solutions could not be 
'stored owing to the,fo~atlon of a solid,film on the 
liquid surface. This wao prevented in the,drip 
flask by attaching a soda lime tube to the airbleed~ 
All adsorption peaks observed in'this section 
" t'rore acc()mpaniod by a "trouSh": (as indeed is any 
peak obtained for adsorption from aromatic solvent) 
, 
considerablo speculation has been made over the 
nature of cause 01' this trough (sco 4.3.3.). It 
suffices here to say that no allOt-rance bas been made 
for its presence in the results quoted, so·:;the latter 
are purely arbitrary values useful only'as a direct 
comparison amongst themselves, and CrulDot be called 
'heats of adsorption·' meroly'heats of exchanGe 
, 
, adsorption' " 
-'All'results furthermore are quoted' as a beat of 
exchango' adsorption at various percentages of alumina 
content by uoisht of the overall surface,treatment. 
3.3.4. Adsorption of Acids, on Titanium Dioxide 
at a Fixed Concentration 
The relaUve affillitios'ofvarious aCids'for a 
particular titanium dioxide surface ~erenext 
examined., The solvent useduas n-heptane, the con-
centration chosen ~as 3g.l~1t believed sufficiently 
high' as to produco an odsorbed,woight corresponding 
to the plateau region of the expected Longcuir-type 
, , 
adsorption .behaviour for each acid, but also 10\"1 
. 
enough to permit solutions of straight chain acids 
as long as stearic acid (longer chain acids are less 
, 
soluble'in n-heptane). , 'This procedure ~ao 
inadvisable a constant' molar concentrations" rather 
than t1eie;ht concentrations ought to have boen used. 
Allot-lance may be necessary in interpretinG results, 
section 4.l~.1 .• , 
The only unsaturated acids examined vere oleic 
, , ' 
and elaidic acids (cls , ,'trans isomers), No dibasic 
or'aromatic acidS (except benzoic acid) showed 
suffiCiently high solubility in n-heptano to ~e 
inoluded. Resulto ~lere q1,1oted as beats of exchange , 
adsorption as a function of ~~id chain length, and for 
longer chains there was a r~l~tionohip. 
3.3.5. Adsorption of Ac1ds"on Anatam at Varying 
Concentrations' 
/ The difference intbe levels of adsorption of 
lauric and stearic acid, determined in:the provious 
section was considered \'lOrtby of more 'detailed 
examination. Solutions of these acids at varyL~g 
concentrations in n-heptane ~lere examined at 25°C 
, . 
togethel' with oieic acid solutions at' 20°0, to combine 
\1ith adsorption isotherm results. 
A standard procedure ~as adopted as mucb as 
possible of preparing'100'mls. of a particular 
" solution, and \1hile using Cl portion of tbis, pipette 
50 mls. to anotber clean (chromic acid for 24 hours 
plus rinses in distilleduater) dry 100 cl, flask. 
Nakine; up to 100 mls. "11th .furthor solvent effected 
a dilution by tuo. 
An erroneous cboice of proparing solutions at 
20°C, ( the temperature of calibration of the flask) 
As n-heptane boe such a 
large coefficient of thermal expansion it tIould 
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havo been more satisfactory to make both preparation ' 
and use of solutions et 25°0. 
One peak per pigment sample uas recordecl,!lDd a 
mean value deducod from several rocordingsat each 
concentration. The ranges of concentrations ~ere up 
to 60 mM for lauric and oleic acids and up to· 20 mi1 
for stearic acid. Dilute solutions of 2 mM or less 
generally gave heat effects spread over an hour or so 
and could not be moasured accurately. 
Occassionally anomolous results occurred tor 
t'lhieh no explanation 1I1as apparent. Critical checks 
~Iere made of the tiine 'for t'lhich the solvent in the 
drip flask \1aS exposed to the cabinet atmoophere, 
the time of settling of the pi(?jment \111en forming the 
bed, and variations in day-ta-day temperatures, 
bumidities and sample weights~ but no pattern was 
revealed: the only way to deteot these results was 
to make multiple determinations and \1ben five or more 
beat values contradicted·the original value, it could 
be legitimately discarded. 
Up to tour peaks per day I-lere easily censurable; 
each beat effect was recorded on a graph of hoat of 
exchange adsorption against equilibrium concentration; 
(it was necessary to assUme the final, equilibrium 
concontration at effluent from the calorimoter, after 
the peak' li1as completed, 'das the SOme as that flol.d,ng 
in) t the maximum- limits of r~dom error 1.10re included 
for all points and the best-ritting-curve-dro.~ 
through these points. 
Thishea.~ curve t1as then-combined t1iththe 
adsorption isotherm to produce 0- third curve of 
'difterential hellts of exchongeadsorption',the heat 
evolved per mole a.cid adsorbed -1!1hich in turn led to 
an estimation of the total proportiop of active sites 
, ' 
on the surface.- The ,systematic errors caused by the 
temperature-discrepancy mentioned_ were the same for 
each curve and so cancelled each other out. 
- , 3.3.6.1. Calibration Errors 
Some reproducibility measurements made on 
several orders of size of peak sho\1od the random 
orror to be: 
! 5~0% .for a 10 mg peak 
+ 
,-2.3% for a 50 mg peak 
! 1,!6% for a 480 mg-peak 
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All limee t10re correct to the nearest 0.5 second. 
Cell voltagoe measured by A VO meter and ~Jero 
! 0.01 volts. . ,. The coil resistance, deduced from a 
~lheatstone circuit comprising t~;o 0,1% gr;;'de'variable 
resistancee;, a standard resistance of: 10\1 toloranc,e 
and mlcroammetor, hod an error of ! 0.05 ohm~ The 
internal serics rosistance, R2, moasurod silIiilarly 
~las to the nearest 2.0ohms. 
A typical calibration curve is illustrated in 
The b~oken linos represent the limits of 
error in constructing this curve. The second line is 
obtained by plotting the heat evolved for a particular 
period' of current' flow against the corresponding peak 
weight for that time period, reed from the first line ~ I 
. ' 
The heat evolved is calculated from tho expression 
calories 
J 
(where I Cl current flout amps 
n Cl resistance of coil, ohms 
T Cl period of current fl01.1, seconds 
J Cl 4.184 ~oules.cal-1) 
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Fig, 3.6. T:rpical Calihration Curves from Calorimeter 
- - - --_ .. ,---- ------ . .,-.-.~. ~-, 
.... 
-. (R+r) 
(where V c'voltage acrosscoi!, volts 
r = external series resistance,ohm~ 
The dotted lines show the limits of the error 
accumulated' from the UDcertainity of peak 11e:i.ght 
deduced from the first curve plus the,~alibrat10n 
errors mentioned above., 
'.3.6.2. Errors' in PrepQ1'ation of Solutions 
The 25 ml. pipette used has a random error of 
! 0.2%. , ~!eighings. of solid adsorbate varied between 
As the random error associated with 
. . + 
the balance used is notgreator than - 0.4 mg. the 
errors in weighing adsorbate vary between '1% and 
0.03%. 
In plotting the hoat curve, these'orroro, 
cummulativo in determining equilibrium concentrations 
1 l. ' 
were found to be insignificant compared tolith those 
. . 
associated tlith the heats of exchange adsorption, 
and so tlera igrlorod, 
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CHAPTER 4 
RF,sULTS Aim DISCUSSION 
4.1. Surface Areas 
, One of the preliminary oxercises with the flow 
microcalorimeter was that of a feasibility study of 
surface area measurement. This incorporated a 
familiarisation of procedure, and an examination both 
ot the calorimeter's reproducibility and ot an 
extension of tile systems, used by Groazek61 to include 
a range of pigments as adsorbonts. The same 
conditions.were employed as in his paper, 'viz: 0.2% 
butanol in n~heptane wasadsorbed at room temperature. 
4.1.1. Surface Area Measurement 
, . 
- Results' 
Table 4.1. ShO~1S the results of exchange 
adsorption measurements. Pigment 10b, 'anatase 
having been tho subject ot a reproducibility examin-
. 
ation of the B.E.T. apparatus was considered to have a 
'precisoly - !motro surface area, and ttOS taken as the 
standard. The final tT:10 columns in this table ShO~l 
0. deduced surface area from the solution adsorption 
results, and tho B.E.T. surface area by gas adsorption 
, 
for comparison. 
'4.1.2. Surface Area Measurements - Discussion 
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TABLE 4.1. SURFACE AREA 1'£ASUREMENT 
PIGMENT HEAT OF EXCa\NGE 1 ADSORPl'ION (m calsog- ). 
.. ' 
Anatase lOb· 329.6 
Zinc Dust 15·0 
Iron Oxide D 203.9 .. 
Iron Oxide E 
. 174'5 
Rutile 5a 400 
Rutile 5b 315.3 
Rutile Rl 283.9 
Tungstic Acid 
. ' 
872.4 
Phthalocyanine B1u.e A 13.2 
" " 
C 16.8 
" 
." D 5.6 
" 
Green 430.0 
, 
Toluidine ·Red 103.6 
• 
APPAHEW·~¥RFACE 
AREA m .g 
B.E.T •. NITROGE~ ~iORPTION 
SURFACE AREA m .g 
- 9·3 
0.42 .. 0.7 
.. 
5.85 5.9 
.. 4.92 5.1 
11.39 14.7i 
8.90 12 .• 0 
8.0 7.2 
24.62 23.4 
0.4·· 63.7 
·0-5 67.1 
0.2 59.7 
. ·l2.1 51.8 
2.9 10.4 
Th,a,adsorption from solution in haptane of 
butanol is dopendant on itn ability to form hydrogen 
bonds t'lith the surface of the substrate. Hydroxyl 
fundamental infra-red absorption bands are, ,mvariably 
broadened, :1.ntensified Ol,ld displaced to lOtJer 
frequency due to. hydro~en bOl)ding ~li th adoorbed 
alcohol molecules., Evaluation of the heat or 
adsorption of butanol on,say, titanium dioxide might 
have been made, to checlt that a vE,llue in the region 
of '9-13 K cals.mole-1 was obtained, corresponding to 
the hydrogen:bonding energy. The inorganic material,? 
in table 4.1. all have deduced surface areas remark-
ably cfol,.le"to the ·B.E.T. value. Although this is 
. , 
BometJhat surprising, it is explicable on the basis 
' .. 
'" that such surfaces are completely hydroxyle.ted, the 
area. of cross section ot; the butanol molecule(20.7 X 2 
limiting area?)' is close to that of 'the nitrogen 
molecule (16.2.X,2) at - 195°0 BO it will occupy the 
equivalent area in pores and capillaries and tile 
butanol ~dsorption is considered to'be from ideal 
solution, Nitrogen adsorption should give a slightly 
higher surface area if, pores ~lhose cross-sectional . 
areas at the surface are betl!leen 16,2 ~ 2 and 20~? X 2 
are present', 
Hydrogen bonds cannot, ho~ever, be formed at the 
10~ 
• organi~ pigments surface, as the hydrogen atom of the 
hydroxyl group requires a r.entreof high electron 
density such as an oxygen atom with completed octet, 
for bonding to takeple.ce. The adsorbed material is 
held very loosely, by Van der 118.al'6 forces, and little 
heat is evolved. The proportionality between heat 
evolved and surface area clearly breaks down: it is 
interesting to note, hO~1eVert that for phthalocyanine 
green (a halogenated tetrabenzoporphyrazine structure) 
and. ·toluj.dine red (. a monoazo pigment containing both 
nitro - and hydroxyl-groups,see figure 4.1.) deduced .. 
surface areaa lie considerably closer to the B.E.T.'· 
area. Presumably,. some degree of dipole - non -
polar interaction occurs between the polar alcohol 
and those centres of relatively high electron density. 
4.'1.3. Surface Area f1easnrements - Reproducibility 
At this stage, the adsorption reproducibility of 
butanol from heptane on two pigments \'/as examined. 
Table 4.2, .lists the results on rutilo 5b. and on . 
toluidi,ne red. _ 
" ",",. 
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Fig. 4.l.a Phthalocyanine ·Blue 
(Phthalocyanine Green is formed .by complete 
halogenation (14 - 16 halogen atoms per 
molecule) of this molecule, substitution 
taking place at positions marked 3 - 6 of 
the benzene nuclei) 
riNO .. 
tiF-~N N 
OH 
Fig. 4.1.b Toluidine Red 
TABLE 4.2. ru:PRODUCIBILITY TESTS:~::HEr.TS OF SXCIIANGE I.DSO!,.FTION OF n-BU'l'ANOL FROM 
.' n-HBPrAfIE ON (1 )RUTILE (ii) 'l'OLUIDINE m." 
RUTILE 5b TOLUIDINE rum , 
11ean lfeat of Exc~ No. of Spread ~:ean He'at of o;xchange No. of Spread 
Adsorption (m cals.g) determina~1oIlfl Jlc;sorpti'on (m cals.g) deterninat10ns 
~5.' 8 ;tl2% 10,.6 7 ;tlOOJ6 
The spreud of results of ! 1~h for rutile is 
taken as a guide line to the general reproducibility 
of the instrument for titanium dioxide systems. 
The reproducibility of peak size measuroment 
\1aS also tested. three arbitrarily - chosen peak sizes 
\'1e:re taken, and lliultiple tracings of these' modo and 
then weighed. These results suggested that for 
subsequent t1eighings, the error be taken as ! 5% for 
a 10 Il.lG peak, ! 2.,% for a 50 mg peak and ! 1.6% for a 
480 mg peak. 
.( 
4.2~ Pulse Injections 
The technique of pulse in3ection was examined 
using two systems. The first \'1OS inconclusive I this 
involved the injection of a dilute solution of short 
chain acid or alcohol on to titanium dioxide whose 
water and prior coating of resin varied. The peak 
sizes tIere not reproducible, and it t1as realised that 
as the injection is made into an othorwise-undisturbed 
solvent flow, this uill start the desorption process 
simultaneously with the adsorption process. A true 
equilibrium is never achieved us with the saturation 
technique. 
The second system tlas selected to try to attain Cl . 
1 
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·Fig. 4.2. The Adsorption of Alkyd Resin from Solution in Benzene on Titanium 
Dioxide Variation of Peqk Size ,nth Succession of Pulse Injections 
semi-quantitative measure of the reversibility of 
alkyd resin.adsorption on titanium dioxide from 
benzene solution. The pie;ments tiere rtitile 5a and 
anatase 10b, the injection volume 20)-'1, and the resin 
concentration 5% w/v. Figure 4.2 •. shows the variation 
of peak weight (conversion to hent units ~laa unnecess-
ary) with successive injections on the same sample bed, 
for each pigment.. It appears to be an exponential 
curve. Peak 2: Peak 1 Cl Peak 3: Peak 2 Cl Peak 4: 
Peak ~, etc., is 0.39 Cl 0.39 Cl 0.41 Cl 0.55. For the 
run on i~tile, the curve is asymptotic to El peak 
weight value of 8 mg, and for anatase, 5mg.· This 
t-leight can be considered to represe1?-t the heat evolved 
by reversible adsorption of a1kyd resin sinco inject-
ions subsequent to the sixth give rise tri:a'smnll 
constant heat evolution when the surface is Virtually 
covered by irreversibly adsorbed resin': the difference 
bott-roen this figure and the net peak size is due to 
irreversible adsorption. 
4.;. The Silica-Alumina Surface-Treated Rutiles 
4.3,1. Results 
. The results of the investigations made into the 
variation of stearic acid and stearylamine adsorption, 
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with nature of the pigment surface are exprossed in 
Table 4.,. and tigure 4.;. Bett-/een tt/O and five 
determinations ot the acid exchange adsorption. heat 
\'/ere made on each pigment sample. 
Within the limits of experimental'error of the 
calorimeter, the heat ot exchange adsorption, ex-
pressod as heat evolved per unit area when stearic 
acid \'/a6 adsorbed, was proportional to the percentage 
content of alumina in the surface treatment, r.eaching 
a maximum v~lue at 100% alumina. A similar but 
inverse proportionality \10S observed for the adsorp-
tion o~ Qtearylamine only ao far as 45-SO% alumina 
content in the surtace; beyond this level, the heat 
ot exchange adsorption remained approximately constant. 
The adsorption of .amine tlas generolly much stronger 
than that of acid (in terms of heat units) While the 
presence of additional moisture on the'pigment surface 
: enhanced the adsorption of acid, 
Earlier worklt' has shotro'the zinc oxide modifi-
cation of a titanium diOXide pigment to dominate the 
adsorption of carboxylic acid trom organic solution. 
These pigments, however, t'Jere motro to be zinc-tree. 
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TABU: 4.3. ADSORP'l'lGIl er STBARIC ACIJ) A .. D :"'~2ARYLMllhF. "'ROI1 
SOLUTION III B':;NZi:;E ON SUHFACB-TRB,mm 7ITA!,IUN 
DIOXIDE:;. 
PICHENT SA;·!1'LE 
SURFACB TREATH'>IIT:-
A-l~ina ;, by w,t. ot 
total pigment. 
Alu~ina \':' by ·wt. of 
t01:al. treatment. 
Silica: by wt; of 
total pigment. 
Silica ~ 'by wt. of 
total treatment 
HEAT OF I;XCI1AH.:· ADS:,}(PTr ON: 
ID cala.in-2 
i Acid on Dried !igment, 
.. ," t, Heon Vnluo 
it Acid on 'Normal' pi:gm~nt 
.. .. 11 
'·:enn Value 
Ui Amine On Dried Pigment 
Tl 12 
,0.5 1.0 
21.7 :35.6 
'1,0 1.8 
76.3 64.2 
3.413.6;2.65;3.0 4.9;5.5;6.5;5~9 
.. 3.3' 5.7 
d.o;~.6;11.0;7.6 
7.8 
30.5 
k;~"i ,:~:;,;:.~ ~"."J ,-.,"1 tr.:. ,I!_';S·~~ 
~ J -:.;,.~,.: 
f~,~·~1 ~;j~;;;~ r ... ;lj j' ~.'''~ 
T3 T4 T5 T6 
. 
1..5 2 •. 1 2.'1 
45 •. 553.,9 70.·0 85.7 
1.~ 1.8 0.$ 0.35 
54.5 46.1 30.0 '14., 
h:1 ~~J; 6• ~ ; 5.95 7.6; 7 • 3 6.6; 8.4; 7 • f3 ; 6.1' 9.8 7.1; 8.8; 7 • 6 
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T7 
2.1 
100.'0 
0.0 
0.0 
.11.15;11.05 
11.1 ~i.~r.1~~td 6.151 7.45 7 .~:, 7.85 
•.. }., .. :.r_,,~ _ 
{~f;~~!~;i;:h.3.8;7. 7; 11. 3;10. 3]11.8;14.0 12.5 ;13.5 23.5;16.25; 17.2 ;Io.Ol2!l ;14.7 ;22.5;13 
:?:m~d 10.8 12.9 13.0 17.0 18.55 
f3t;~ )J'~1'; 
! ~.' "." '1 'l''':~-~~;. /r~:~; 24.6. 23.8 25.7 
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Fig. 4.3. The Heat of Exchange Adsorption of Stearic Acid, curves (a) & (b) 
and Stearylamine, curve (c), on Surface-Treated Rutiles 
Infra red spectra showed an ionic adsorption mechanism 
to be operative, tlith the acid associated tlith the 
alumina ( band. frequency 1580 cm-1 ). The relative 
intensity of this band appeared to increase t~ith the 
.. alumina content of the surface. . There was no evidence 
of hydrogen bonding t'1hich would be exPected if silica" 
tlero involved in the· adsorption process. . . 
Adsorption isotherms determined elsewhere for 
these.systems were'of the familar.Langmuir-shape and 
the maximum.specific adsorption - the plateau level 
- uas also found to bo directly proportional to the 
altimina content62• .tlben the exchange adsorption heat 
values "lere oxpressed as nheat evolved per mole 
adsorbed" (from a combination of these results) they' 
t1ere found to be approximately constant; 2.0 X.cols. 
mOle-1 , the mean of five determinations tJhose standard 
deviation t'laB 0.124 K>cials. mole-1 • 
'For the amine systems the adsorption isotherms 
had appreciably-sloping 'plateaux'. The maximum 
opeci£ic adsorption \100 indeterminate, but "1hon 
measured at a fixed arbitrary concentration level was 
found to fall steeply with increasing alumina content 
of the pigmont surface until around 45% alumina, then. 
rose again though only slightly. Such El curve of 
specific adsorption v; equilibrium concentration al-
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most· exactly corresponded to the calorimeter heat 
curve. The heat of exchange adsorption could be re-
expressed aa 5.4K.cals. ~01e·1 with.a standard devia-
tion ( on five deteminations) of 0.49 K. cals. molo·1• 
Infra-red spectra of the adsorbed species on the 
pigment shotlTed thore to be the expected ionic bonding· 
band for high alumina content material.: 'A'oimilar 
band structure t'las observed for stearylamine oquili-
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brated ~lith pure alumina. Hot'rever, for the coated pigment 
rich in silica, evidence \'1013' seen of co-ordination 
compounds preoent; the amine and the silica had 
formed a complex,.probably based on hydrogen bonding. 
It \'laG not possible to interpret the spectra quantita-
tively. ' 
4.3.3. Nature ot the Trough 
Adsorption reactions studied trom aromatic 
solution invariably exhibited an'exothormic effect, 
a peak, folloved by an endothermic effoct, a trough. 
". 
______ -=~-------~------------------,&------~~-~ T.~~ 
fl !£ ..... :l>OrH£< ...... ( c 
l ,. 
". , 
It use,first observ,ed in a ,synthetic iron oxide/ 
benzene/stearic acid .. system :t:n. ~lhich the pigment was 
. " 
. dried over~ight in tho oven at 12qOC. ,. Rovlever, 
soluble iron (probably iron stearate) \'IBS confirmed 
• 
to be present in the effluent, so the trough was 
ascribed to a heat of solution effect, The same 
effect was soon observed in tit~1um,dioxide systems, 
houaver, \1l).ere no ,soluble salts could. be dotected; 
:a dialysed, non-surface 
... gave rise to a trough. 
coated rutile, R1, readily 
, 
In addiUon if dissolution 
of the pigmont bed were taking placa, one should 
observe El constant drifting base line which might 
nevor return to .its .original position! .. ' 
,Consideration was made of the possibility of 
the adaorbate ,causing some ,de-flocculation \1ithin the 
" .. pigment bed in turn resulting in an el-tared 1:10,\'1 rate~ 
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This t1aS discounted as a cause of the trough as it did 
not occur in aliphatlc solvent and the likely effect" 
of deflocculation is:to,reducethe flow rate,whioh 
would be observed on the recorder chart,as an. 
" exothermic" effect. 
Water vqpour both edsorbed on the pigment surface 
and in the solvent seems the probable cau~e. The size 
of these troughs was related.to the time of storage"of 
the benzene after the drying operat~on ( see seotion 
~.1.2.3.)., "Subsequent work not, reported hero has been 
r 
concerned ~lith the adsorption ot tractionated alkyd 
, ' 
resins on titanium dioxide from toluene. \'Jhen one 
fraction tlaS adsorbed immediately follol>ling another, 
its accompanying heat effect never included a trough, 
while the first one always did: this suggests all 
re placeable surface ~~ter is replaced at the first 
adsorption. 
It is suggested that from aliphatio solvent, 
the adsorbate is believed to be adaorbed on to a 
\later layer at the pigment surface, though thoro must 
remain some interaction bott'leen it and the substrate 
since different acids have charactoristic poruts. 
Wben adsorption takes place from aromatic solvent, 
the adsorbate finds it possible to displace the water 
layer to varying extents; and this passes into 
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solution; energetically this is not feasible in 
aliphatic solvent and it t10uld have to be removed as 
an immiscible phase. 
Such replacement of t1ater is highly endothermic. 
"1ater competinG ;strongly l'lith adsorbate for surface 
sites. Its effect does not commence at B. but at A, . 
so the peak is actually considerably reduced in size 
~hile exothermic and endothermic effects oppose each 
other. This is seen to be so in practice. when 
comparison is made of the peak size of a particular 
- "\; 
acid adsorbed from each solvent. 
Unfortunately it has not been possible to prove 
unequivocally that ~ater is the sole cause of the 
trough, as it has been impossible to carry out an 
adsorption in a totally dry system. An attempt t>lllS 
made to dry a weighed pigment sample in a glass bulb 
at elevated temperature under vacuum. It.t'1as then 
sealed. broken under rigorously dried solvent, and the 
slurry transferred to the calorimeter. This transfer 
was the critical stage: a glove box t~as not available 
eo it was carried out in the normally-used cabinet 
in \1hich the relative humidity was 15$'6. The transfer 
had to be done slowly as alroady wetted pigment tended 
to be washed out through the outlet tube gauze unloos 
settling bad started to take ?lace. Recovery of the 
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pigment for re-waighing was necessitated nevertheless. 
Even were all this procedure completed satisfactorily, 
was 
the resulting pigment bed,,"irregular", irreproducible, 
and each adsorption peak observed contained "secondary" 
Peaks, due to movement within the bed. 
t"1as still observed: 
The trough 
Comparison t1aS made next, of peaks obtained 
;"'i:.". r·' 
under both '~1et' and 'dried' conditions.(sGe Table 4.4), 
The differences observed were relatively small, 
suggesting only a small change in the number'o! surface 
sites available to pelargonic acid molecules, due to 
the presence of varying amounts of water~ These 
results are inconclusive because, ae demonstrated by 
the change from dried to wetted n~heptane, the 
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'i'ABLE 4.:4'" ADSOllPTIOI1 0Ji' PELAllGv:;r::; ACID },'RO}l 3g.1-1 SOLUTION 
IN n-~EP'i'ANg ON ROTlLE Rl 
, ' 
, 
PIGMgNT n-iiEPTAtlE HEAT OV CONl'lEl,!T 
,PRETREATHEfiT DISPLACEHENT (oo.16.,g-1 ) 
, , 
, ' 
, Dried Dried , 0;077, Ho Tro'ugh'~ 
Wetted Driod' ',0~06e " 
. 
. 
\/etted ,Wetted ' O~062 --'If 
Dried " . Drio'd' Chnn,:-a to wetted ueptane: Extremely 10 
, , ... 
, 0.001 hea.t evo1ut~ 
, , 
w 
on 
difference bet"leen the wetted and dried pigment Btate~ 
io only marginal; both have extenoively-hydroxylated , 
surfaces, and negative troughs are ob~erved with each, 
type in aromatic solvent~ The ~ried pigment still 
conta~ns a number of adsorbed water mplecules, since 
such a change ough~ to be accompanied by a large heat 
evolution as water becomes the odsorbed spocies. 
Table 4.5i" Effect of trace ~later on the heat of 
immersion of anatase in benzene63• 
Amount of water present Heat of immersion 
( 6· -1) x10 " molos.s ergs,cm-2 
0.0 150 
2.0 250 
4.0 320 
10.0 450 
17.0 , , 506, 
pure ~O 520 
Day an~ Parfitt36 conclude from a study'of the 
adsorption on pure rutile of aliphatic n-alcohols 
from solution in both n-heptane and p-xylene, that 
a rutilo which after exposure to water vapour, is 
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outgassed ~t 25° for 30'rninutes ( surface $(3) which 
resembles most closely the likely condition of these 
surface-treated rUtiles) is partially hydroxylated 
only.. Physically adaorbod water molecules are strong-
ly boimd only by the hydroxyl groups and the non~ 
hydroxylated portion of the surface, perhaps 40-50%.' 
is at least partially exposed ( though some \'leakly 
bound water is probably also present)'.' '. 
There is likely' to be competition'for adsorption 
on the non-hydroxylated portion, between solvent and 
solute. The former will engage in IT'electron-
hydroxyl group interactions which are eterically 
flexiblo. 'In the presence of chemisorbed carboxyl 
groups, the ~leokly-hold water associated t'1ith benzene 
\,li11 be induced to dieplacement. 
The results quoted in section 4.3.2. of 2 K.cals. 
mole-1 for the adsorption of stearic 'acid from benzen~, 
appear at first sight to be extremely low if postu-
lating a mechanism of ionic bonding. HO\,lever, no 
. . 
allowance has been made for the removal of water thus, 
in aromatic solvent. 
shows heat of immersion data for rutile/water 
, 
systems by various t1orkero. A value of 405-425 ergs. 
cm-2 , equivalent te~ound 100 mealso.m-2 or + 6.6 K.cals. 
mole-1 maYbe estimated from these data, for the'dis-
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placoment of water. If this figure is addod to that 
, 1 
of 2 K.cals.molo":" , a more roo.listio value of'S.6 K.oals. 
mole-1 is app~entc this is still a heat of exchange 
adsorption corrected only for desorption of tloter. 
Details are given later of a more ?igorous correction 
.' ' A correction of the samo magnitudo may be applied 
to the amine results. This is higher to start tlith, 
, 
then the corresponding acid figure, possibly Ot1ing to 
the prosence of species such as RND; which would bond 
. . . 
very strongly to the rutile surface~ 
,. 
4.4. Effect of Chain Lonsth on Carbo~ylic Acid 
Adsorption 
4~4.1. Results 
Beats of exchange adsorption are quoted in 
Tables 4.6., 4.7., for pigments R1, 5a, 10b, of the 
, 
adsorption from n-heptane of a series ol carboxylio 
acids,.' For pi~ent 5a, results of adsorption from' 
benzene are also quoted for the purposes of comparison • 
.. 
Figure 4.4. ShO~IS the heats of exchange' adsorption 
, . 
plotted against acid chain length for adsorption on 
anatase 10b, for uhich the results are most extensive. 
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TABLE 4.6. ADSORf'l'jOlI OF A SK1UES OF flCIDS FROM 3g/1 SOLUTION IN n-IIEPl'AlIE AIm FROM 
Br."NZElIE. ON DRIED RUTILE 53. 
I~T OF EXCHANGE AUS~PTION m cals.m-2 
ACID a) FHOM n-Hl!:l'Tf\lIE; b) FRO!l BENZENE 
Pelargon1c CH3(CH2)7COOII 16.5 7.2 
. . 
.. 
Lauric C1I3(CIl)10Cooll 15.3. 8.2 
PalriJitic CII
3
(CH2 J14CCOH 19.2 -
Stearic ClI3(C~2)16COOH . -"-
" 
, 22.4 6.1 
. 
Oleic CH3(CI1z~,,cH .. CII(C~)7COOH (cis) 15.4 5.5 
E1aidic .. (traris isomer l 17.6 6.3 
Benzoic C6H5CooH '18.4 7.3 
Stcary1 lIydrogen Phthalate, 
CH3( C1I2 )16C 00:6114Cooll - 8.9 
TABLE 4.7. JlDSORmON O}' to. RANG!, OF ACIDS FRO~l 3g.1-1 SOLUTIOIl IN D-IIEf-TJ\I€ 
ON a) DRIh'D IIDTlLE. Ill, AND b) DRIED ANt.TASE lOb 
. ' 
m cala.m-2 ACID HEAT OF EXCHANGE ADSORmON 
(a) ilUTILE m (b) JlNATASE lOb 
. 
Caprylic CH3(CH2)6COOH 
-
12'.6 
. 
I'olargonic ClJ3(CH2)7COOH ll.l 13.4 
Capric CII3(C)~)8COOH 
-
.. 15.6 
l.auric C1I3 (CII2 ) 10Cc{)H 13.2 12.9 
~stic CIl3(CH2)12COOH . ~3.2 
-
Palmitic Cl!3(ClI2)l4CCOH ·52.1 60.2 
St~aric CU3(CH2'16COOH 48.8 62.2 
Oleic C1I3(CH2)7CH:ClI(CH2)7COOH 
I (cis) ll.l 12.0 
Elaidic " (trans isomer).- 13.3 11.2 
Bonzoic C6Ii5COOH 14.1 . 15.5 
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Number of C" .. ,.bon ACorns In AcicL 
rig. 4.4. The Variation of Heat of Exchange Adsorption with 
Chain Length of Acid, on Anatase 
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In sevoral cases, only one pealt was measured I only 
to1here e.ny doubt arose, over the shape of the peak 
obtaiDed for -instance, were second and third peaks 
measured.- No error limits havo boon evaluated: a maxi-
mum random error of not greater than ! 12% is -assumed 
(see seotion 4.1.~~) 
4.4.2. Discussion, 
The unusually large heats of exchange adsorption 
on the .. non-surfaoe-treated pigments of stearic and 
palmitic acid are particularly notioeable. On the 
surface treated rutile 5a, they are'not eRceptional. 
bowever. This sU3~ests a different adsorption 
mechanism, brought about by the ZU1C present in the 
latter but not the tt·1O foroer pigments. Rybicka and 
Kelman44 hBve confirmed the carboxyl/oxide interaction 
. 
to be a hydrogen-bonded system with pure OXide and an 
. 
ionic-bonded -System with the surface--troated or einc-
containing oxide. 
Using the values quoted by Sherwood and RybiCka9 
for the specific adsorption of stearic acid from 
benzene, ('1.8 x 10-6 001e6.m-2 for 10b, 4_92 x 10-6 
mOlos.m-2 for 5 a and 5~1 x 10-6 molesom-2 for R1.~ 
The differenco in solvent is not considered to 
invalidat~ the use.of this data, in this particular 
context), the heat.of exchange adsorptions expres~ed 
as a function of the quant~ty of acid adsorbed are 
6.0 K.cais.~ole-1 on 10b, 5.35 K.cals.mole-1 on 56 and 
9.6 K~ cals.mole",,1 on R1. HO~lever, these figures are 
not meaningful unlesQ ~llqwance is made tor 'the heat 
.. 
of t'letting by n-heptane and the heat ot dissociation 
of stearic acid in n~heptane. 
·(It i~ interesting to note the res~mblance of 
trend between these resulte and those o£ GrOszek47 
who measured the heat of exchange adsorption ot 
normal hydrocarbons trom n-heptane solution on to 
cast iroJ! pOt'lder in the flow microcal.orimeter. Above 
carbon chain length ot 16, the heat evolved starts 
to increase from around 6 K.cals.mole-1 to about 
• 
11 K.cal.s.mole-1 at chain length 20~ and theroafter, 
linearly at least to chain length 32 (~5 K.cals.mole-1)~ 
4.4.3. The Calculation of Heats ot'Adsorption 
from Heats of Exchange Adsorption 
, , . 
An examination ot equation 1.33 is required in 
order that correction factors may be applied for each 
process relevant to the overall adsorption·process in 
tho calorimeter, 
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A HA .. IJ Hr.-,A - 6. H. .! effects duo to 1-
.. .&:It> "1'/ sol vent 
dimerisation 
Intermolecular reaction 
hydration 
water displacement 
dilution 
In tlla work tlith the carboxylic acid/n-heptane/ana-
taee system, all matorials were dried; although as 
suggested by the benzene results this would not remove 
all water, there t1aS insufficient tlo.ter content in the 
n-heptane to cause measurable. hydratioJl effects l1ith 
the solute, and none, from. the pigment l'Iurface, \Jas 
displaced, as the peak observed was symmetrical and 
represented a wholly-exothermic process. Dilution 
effects were considered negligible at the lovel of 
concentration used. 
Tboro is doubt about the nature o~ tile, possible 
intermolecular reaction, that is, the inter-chain 
reaction bettreen adjacent aligned molecules at the 
surface, particularly as far as the longer chain acids 
are concerned ( eee section 4,5.3.3~), Although such 
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an effect is ignored in the follot'1ing fetJ pages, since 
no heat values can be assigned to the effect, the 
possibility of its existence must not be forgotten. 
Strictly speaking, it is anyt'lay legitimate to include 
it as an integral part of the adsorption process, so 
no separate allotJance need be made. 
Thus t1e see from equation 1.33., corrections 
allOt1ine; for dimerisotion and tJetting are neceosary to 
be applied to the heat of exchange adsorption, to 
convert it to the heat of adsorption. 
4.4.3.1. Beats 01' t-Jettinp; or Immorsion' 
. , 
Values cited 'in the literature' for these 
quantities often rofer to insufficiently - character-
ised systems. Of a' considorable liot of references 
I 
checked only eight (7, 13, 17, 63, 64, 65, 66 and 67) 
have yielded data relevant to these systems, and nODe 
describes the identical system. An added variable 
is that of the outgaaS1n13 temperature of tho sample 
prior to the immersion process tJhich has been found 
to be critica16?! 
Hot"ever, from Table 4.8., the avera.e;e value for 
all types (excopt reference 17) of titanium dioxide 
, . ~ " ~ 
immersed in either n-hexane, n-heptane, or n-octane 
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WaG taken and applied as correction factor in tbe: .. 
present titanium dioxide/n-heptane series. .That is 
142 ! 8 ergs cm-2 t1bich is equivalent to 34.0 ! 0.5 
-2 m cals.m • 
, only: 
This is naturally an approximate figure 
1/ The immersion was recorded most frequently 
at temperatures other than 20°C., 
2/ . The outgassing temperatures varied t1idely; 
for an evacuated outgassed sample it,is likely that 
Ti - 0 - Ti linkages are exposed, particularly at 
·.higher,tqmpe~atures. Hydroxyl groups m11 probably 
remain it heated in contact with air, even to the 
region of 450°C 36, resulting in lower heats of 
immer~ion17, and so for these samples, merely heated-. 
overnight in.tho oven, ore still fully hydroxYlated 
and it ie likely that.the.value of 142 ergs cm-2 
is considerably overestimated. 
3/ Oxides studied are generally assumed to 
be non-pigmentar,ygrades. that is, laboratory pre-
pared and purifi~d. \'/ade and Backerman 67 have also 
shown variations in heats Qf,immersion with particle 
size~ 
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TABLE 4.8. HEATS OF IMl'\ERSION 
SURFAC~ -1 ACTIVATION IMMERSED IN °c OF U!l1E~~ION REFERENCE SOLID TEMP HEAT 0 AREA m .g TEMP. C. 
.cm 
7.3 n-Hexane 25 135 64, 65 
.. 
" n-Heptane 
" 144 .. 
" " n-Octane .. 140 " 
" -" n-Eutanol 
" 410 ... 
" " 400 \-Iater 
" 550 .:!: 18 .. RutUe 
" 
" 410 " Aerosil S~02 " " 165 " 
" n-Heptane 
" 118 " Anatase Benzene ., 150 7 
.. 14ater 
" 520 " .. (watersaturated) 
" " 120 " Anatase lLl 300· .. 20 441 + 14 _ 66 Rutile 7.6 11" .. 
" 406 .:!: 2 .. . Rutile (untreated) 6.4 250 n-Heptane 30' 144 .:!: 7 13 
.. n 
" n-Butanol n 303 + 9 .. Rutile lsurface. 11.2 n n-Heptane 
" 150 :± 6 .. Treated ,A1203/Si02 ) 
.. .. n-Eutanol 
" 380 .:!: 10 .. 
.. 504 67 Anatase 10.5 100 \-Iater 
" 137 .. n 
" " n-Hexane .: 409 63 RutUe 5.8 50 Water 
.. n 100 .. 498 " 
c( Alum1na 2.7 160 .. 693 " 
" " " n-Hexane 151 " 
Alumina (amorphous) 104 " Water 454 " 
" " " n-Hexane 85 " Riltile 14.2 450 n-Heptane 25 36 17 
It is worthy of note that the heptane and acid 
mOlecules do not, exchange one for another owing to 
the difference in their molecular areas. ,Harkins 7 
suggests an area of cross-section for'the n-heptane 
02 -
molecule of 6l~ A. ( determined by the Barkins and Jura. 
relative method based on ~ two dimensional equation of 
state for condensed films 10) Emmett and Brunauer 68 
o ' 
suggest 42.5 a2 for this quantity, but their method 
assumes the molecule "to be spherical. HOt1eVer~ 'the 
generally accepted area occupied by·a vertically-
02 
oriented straight-chain aliphatic acid is 20.5 - 21 A 
so the romov~ of one n-heptane molecule, lying fl~t 
at the surface can be assumed to make room for throe 
acid molecules. This does not affect heats of 
immersion corrections, hOt-lever, provided tho latter 
are quoted per unit area of surface. 
The tlork by ShertlOod and Rybicka 9 also makes 
it apparent that adsorbed stearic acid on titanium 
dioxide does not form a complete monolayer; presumably 
some solvent and/or water constitutes the remainder 
of the surface film. 
4,4.:1.2. Heats ot Dissociation or De-dimerisation 
It is lmo~m that acids exist in organiC solvent 
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in a partially dimeric state. Monomer and dimer are 
in equilibrium, and whenever monomer is removed from 
the bulk solution, to the pigment surface,. the equili-
brium is disturbed and. further dissocIation takes 
place ,~o restore balance. ' The heat of dissociation 
can be estimated" as suggested by Davies and' Suthorland69, 
from lmo~lled.ge of the temperature variation of the 
dissociation constant, K. For acetic acid in carbon 
tetrachloride, unfortunately the only example they 
, '+' , " -1 quote,it is 9.3 - 1 K.cals.mole. That is, i'or 
each mole of dimer dissociated to give ttl0 molos of 
monomer,'9.3 ·K.cals. are evolved. 
The corrected results, heat of adsorption 
figures are summarised in 'l'a.ble 4.9., together ~lith 
the corresponding heats of exchange adsorption. 
In obtaining'these figures, several 
assumptions should be summarised I 
1/ That stearic acid ads orbs in a vertical 
orientation. Evidence 18,29 for this io \'lell':'lmotm 
and to this can be added that of Sheruood and Rybicka 9 
t1ho had to assume a vertical orientation; at the level 
of adsorption they have recorded, were the acid lyiUg , 
, 0 
flat on the surface and occupying 114 A2.molecule-1 , 
this would form an adsorbed layer nearly 6 molecules 
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'l'ABLE 4.9. THE AnsORPl'ION OF STEARIC ACID 011 nTANIUM DICXIDE 
PIGl1ENT 
RUTH,!; 50 RUULE Rl 
Surface 2 -1 Arell, m .g 1".7 7.2 
Amount ~~sorbeg9, 
moles.m x 10 1,.2 5·1 
% Surface Covorage 52 63 
·-2 
m calo.m K cals.mole -1 -2 m eels. m K cols. mole 
Heat of Exchange 
,\daorption. L\ n.-.A 
-22.4 -5.35 _lf8.8 -9.6 
Heat of Immersion, 
4 H., solvent -17.7 -21.4 
Heat of Dimerisation, 
ClHDIM +19.5 +23.7 
·Heat of Adsorption, 
. AHA 
-24.2· .-5.75 -51.1 -10.0 
AllflTASE lOll 
9.' 
7.8 
96 
-1 -2 
III cals.m K cals.~: 
-62.2 -B.o 
-32.6 
+36.3 
-64.9 -8.3 
-1 
ole 
thick. 
21 Specific adsorption figures used here came 
from results obtained usins benzene as solvent, and 
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. applied to a heptane system. Ottet'1ill and Tiffany 18 
used a rutile similar to R1, and heptane. to obtain a maxi-
mum adsorption of 5~75 x 10-6 moles. ~-2 (at 250C)'- for 
stearic acid ~lhich is relatively close to thb value 
of 5.1 x 10-6 moles.m-2 quoted in Table 4.9. . It is 
likely that the adsorption figures from heptane and 
benzenedoilt differ widely for the other titanium 
dioXides. 
;1 ·The value used of 9.3 K.cais.molo·1 for 
the hoat of.dimerisotion is extremely doubtful. 
althoUgh the dielectric constant of carbon tetra-
chloride is verY closo'tothat of n~heptape,·it seems 
unlikely that· the dissociation constant for,long chain 
acids remains equal to that of acetic acid. However, 
no more relevant data has been found, 
To overcome the limitations imposed in assump_ 
tion 2, and in order to examine more closely the· 
site-energy distribution of anatase 10b in particular, 
adsorption experiments were.carried·out using three 
radio-actively labelled acids. The results ~ere 
correlated tlith extensive heat curves me~sured by the 
calorimeter on the same system. 
4.5. Adsorption on Anatase'of Acids from 
Solution at Va£Ying Concentrations 
4.5~1. Results 
, 
Adsor9tion isotherms· for lauriC, stearic and 
oleic acids arc shotm in figures'4.5., 4!6., and 4.7. 
The corresponding heat curves are sho~m in figures 
4.8~, 4!9., and 4.10. 9 respectively., The isotherm 
for adsorption of oleic acid \'lae measured at·20oC by 
\'lindo\9less coUnter of evaporated samples on planchets, 
the others by liquid sCintillation count1DB at 25°C. 
The saturated acids exhibit the fre~uently­
observed Langmuir-shaped isotherm rising rapidly from 
zero c'oncentretion tending tO~Brds a plateau of 
maximum adsorption the extent of \'lhich tlill not bo 
exceeded \'lhen the concentration is increased further. 
The maximum adsorption' levels are (6~?! 0.6) x 10-5 
moles of lauric acid and about ? x 10-5 moles of 
, 
stearic acid per g of picment. Similarity in these 
figUres gives added support for the assumption that· 
the acid molecules are vertically - or noar - vertically-
oriented at the surface; taking the area of cross 
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section of this orientation as 20.5 X2 , these adsorp-
tion figures represent about 90% coverage of the 
available surface. ' 
, CODsiderableacatter was observod with the points 
, in the lauric acid adsorption isotherm. ohotfll in 
.. figure 4.5. t t:lhich was ascribed to the counting 
procedUre t~hen it was noticed that the count1n13 level 
of the standard fluctuated from day to day.' An 
improvement-'in the stearic acid isotherm, .was uchieyed 
bye a) toPP1nG-up the level of silicone fluid in the 
castle. 
" 
b) the' use of microscope lens, t,issues only. 
to t'lipo D;J. ;jars and ampoules, so avoiding'accumu-
lation of' fibres in the castle.. ," • 
c)"avoiding possible non-removal of ~1quid 
from the sealed neck of the scaled standard. 
d) closing the castle door moro"tightly at tho 
locking screw. 
These precautions, together with that of using 
the quenching curve'to doduce initial count rates 
(see section 3,2~4,5,) \1ere found to be qilite effect-
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ive (see tigure 4.6.) in redu~ing scatter on the subs&-
quent isotherm. . . . . 
Oleic acid UaS sho~m to g~ve a stepped isotherm; 
(figure 4.7.) the first atep is at 3.5 x 10~5 moles 
'scid per,g., but ~he upper, limit cannot be ostimated 
with any confidenco as the adsorption is still rising 
, , 
rapidly aboye: aJ:ld beyond 40 I!li'1 solution,. It is 
considerably higher t~an for lauric and stearic acid. 
Each acid bas a characteristic ~eat of exchange 
adsorption curve •. · For lauric acid,,~t ~s,~pparently 
constant beyond 35 mM solution concentration (figure 4.8) 
a~ ~17 ~'1~ m.cals.p~r g ot pigment! 'For stearic acid 
.. it ris,es steadily (figure 4.9) to a probably maximum 
of bett'reon 500 and 600 m. cals per g t1hile for oleic 
acid (determined at 20oe) there is some evidence ot 
a 'step' similar in nature to that ot the a.dsorption 
isotherm. This is at 70 m.cals .. per g, but does not 
,start ·tio increase at a corresponding s,olution concen-
tration"instead requiring rather more concentrated 
conditions about }O ~1,solution. Random experiQont~l 
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errors t1ere all in the'region 11 - 12%' (see section 5.3.6.1). 
4.5.2~ Differential Heato of Exchange Adsorption 
If the beats ot exchange adsorption measured are 
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nOl" pl,otted against. the number 01' moles of acid 
adeorbed, the gradient is equal·to the differential, 
heat of exchange adsorption. This quantity is . more :." 
convenien~ly obtained by dividing a sories of incre-
.mental heaij .obanges over tbe l"bole range of concentration, 
. . 
by the corresponding incremental ohanges in ~he number 
of moles adsorbed, over the samo range.. It can in 
turn. bo plotted agai~st the number of moles adsorbed 
to give .an indieation of how the heat of exchange 
adsorption is varying as the pigment surface is 
, - '. - -
gradually covered.. The .resulting ourves are shown 
in .figures 4.11" 4 .. 12., and· 1~.13 • . .'The abscissa in 
-< - , •• 
' .. two cases io scaled· by two. sets. of units: 
i) the number of moles acid adsorbed x 105 
ii) . % surface coverage, assuming.a vertical 
orientation of the adsorbed acid molecules. .' 
The % surface coverage was ,omitted from the 
oleio acid differential heat curvo, 0\1ine; .to the 
discrepancy.of the position of tho steps in the two 
preced~g graphs, and the uncertainty of the nature 
of orientation of the oleic acid·molocules adsorbed. 
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4.5.3. Discussion 
4.5.,.1. Adsorption Isothorms and. 
Heat etIrves 
There. is no ,record app~ollt in 'the literatu't'e' 
.. ,' 
of an adsorption isotherm of lauric ~cid on,titanium 
dioxide. That of stearic acid, exists; the adsorp-
tion froD cyclohexane'on titania is reported by 
Kipling and' \·lright29• ,that from benzene on anataso 
10b by, Shert100Q. and Rybicka 9 and from n-heptane, on 
rutile by Tiffany17, 18. It is interesting ,to noto. 
however, that the ehoulder effect i~ much mora pro-
nounced in the t'lorl: of,these authors. (i.e: there ie 
a much steeper initial rise ·in the quantity of acid 
adsorbed followed by a more rapid levelling-off at 
plateau level). The latter three authors quote the 
plateau level as ?4 x 10-5 mOles.g-1 and 8.15 x 10-5 
moles.;g-1 for theh- respective systems. 
Tiffany1? 18 extended hie study to include the 
oleic acid adsorption isotherm from n-heptane on '. 
rutile. His isotherm is stepped at 5'x 10~5 moles 
aCid.g~1? as opposed to 3 x 10-5 moles acid.g-1 as 
seen in figure 4.? and this occUrred in considerably 
more-dilute solution. ~he ultimate level of adaorp-
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tionon rutile is. probably little over hal£ that on 
anataoe on the. evidence of these rosults. The heats 
of oxchango adsorption quoted in Table 4.7. suggest . 
an overall increase of adsorption on.anatase of only 
.. .. .. . 
"about 8r., hOl-Iever. (This assumes the adsorption at 
. 3 e; .1-\ =' 10.6m(1) solution concentration is takins 
place on e££ectively mono-energetic,s1teog figure 4.13. 
suse;esta that this is doubtful) •. 
Taere is no· record either,. of heats of cxchane;e 
, . .. 
adsorption measured over a range of. concentration, 
ubich are relevant to this study. The value of 
- 10~0 K.~als.mole~1 bere given (Table 4.9.) for 
. tbe heat of adsorption of stearic acid on rutilo R1 
-.is near tbe value of - 8.65 K.cals.mole-1 given by 
Tiffany17 for a simil~ rutile~ Theso fisures arc 
of' an order of magnitude consistont with postulation 
of a mechanism of hydrogen bonding in the adsorption 
process. Ionic bond formation on the other hand, 
should give rise to enthalpy changes of the order of 
50 - 100 K. cals.mole-1 ,but the hoat of adsorption o£ 
. stearic acid on rutile 50., £or t:lhich ioniC bonding is 
operative44 is lOt'1er, at .. 5.75 K.cals.mole-1 
No explanation of this result can be 
supplied except to say that thor3 may be some desorp-
tion taking place, of surface moiSture, from the 
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rutile 5a which will reduce the overall heat evolved. 
(Note particularly the 10tl value of 6.1 m.cals.m ... 2 
(Table 4 •. 6~) for the heat evolved when rutile 5a 
adsorbs stearic acid .from benzene)·. 
4.5.3.2. Orientation of the Adsorbed Layer 
It is generally accepted that straight chain 
acid and alcohol molecules t11l1 adopt a vertical or 
neer-vertical orientation when adsorbed from a non-
poiar solvent. (l'1bich does not compete for polar 
surface sitee). In all subsequent discussion on the 
models of adsorption to be conSidered, the existence 
or othertlise of n-heptane molecules is ignored. It 
does not compete, and although the pigment is initially 
immersed in n-heptane and hac a film completely or 
nearly-completely covoring it, there io no evidence 
of any condition in which it is not easily displaced. 
Although initially the saturated aliphatic 
molocules will adsorb in a horizontal orientation, 
as the quantity adsorbed increases so their orien-
tation is postulated to pass through the staGes of 
formation of a condensed film, viz: liquid expanded, 
intermediate, liquid condensed, to oolid, t1hich is 
a highly condensed film of vortically-oriented 
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molecules sho~1ng considerable forces of cohesion 
bett\Teen one another. 
Real transitions in re-oriontation can only be 
, 
detected with oleic acid. A similar model is adopt-
ed as before, illustrated by the liquid film on water 
in a Langmuir Trough?O. Three distinct orientations 
can be defined. 
1/ the mOlecules-lie flat on the surface 
2/ the carboxyl head C!l1'OUP arid the UDso.turation 
centre provide nanchorage" and tho hydrocarbon tail 
extends into the bulIt solution. ---
31 the carboXyl head group provides the only point 
of attaohment, and the chain, slishtiy bent, extends 
--into the bulk solution. 
t'lith the saturated acids. 
This is compressibld as 
At the 'otop' point on tho isotherm and heat 
curve the-pOint of attaohment at the doubie-bond is 
squeezed out from the ourfaoe: its heat of adsorption 
io lost but the'heat of adoorption of the carboxyl 
hoad group of inooming moleoules oriented-us in (3) 
is gained. Ao altolaya, increasos in the quantity of 
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acid t'lithdra\,ID from the solution to the surface are 
accompanied by a dissociation of dimers to ma~tain 
the monomer ~ dirner equilibrium there. 
Several other theories have b~en put for~ard to 
account for oteppod isotherms. These include that 
of LansmUi~2~ \1110 suggested they may arise,f~olJl 
surface or crystal irregularities and,even different 
crystal faces. Dintenfass39, 40 bas been a 
protagonist of this theory, although he did not 
obse~e a stepped oleic acid adsorption isotherm39• 
They can safe~y be disregarded here as there has beon 
no evidence of., stepping t'lith the isotherm or heat 
curve of either saturat~d acids, yet ~he same surface 
is being examined"by a basically-similar adoorl?ate. 
The presenc~ of moisture has also been used to 
account for stepped isotherms on polar aolida;?1 
hydrogen bonding is pormitted,of the first adsorbed 
layer, but subsequent adsorption depends on inter-
molecular cohesive forces and the tranSition from 
one mechanism to the other is indicated by a step~ 
Again, no evidence to support this tlas obtained, 
even 'though a pigment which was equilibrated first 
t'litb an atmosphere of 60% 'rel~tivo bumidity 'illS usod, 
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There has boen nn a~lareness of the existence of 
active sites on titanium dioxide since the first days 
of precision Ce.lorimetry~ . These are believed to 
comprise crystal edges and cornera at which the presence 
of oxygen atoms, ~lhethor or not bydroxylated,· would 
lead to enhanced adsorption bonding with a polar 
adsorbate, i~e: it is an area of high electron density! 
On eacb crystal face there is a regularly-packed array 
of oxygen atoms takiDG tbe profile of a ridgG and 
furrow condition. (eacb row is flanked by anotber at a 
slightly lo~ter level) ~ One \,lould never expect10Q% 
surface coverage by one particular acid; some sites 
'will be partiallY'blocked by existing adsorbed species 
and not all the surface as measured by nitrOGen 
adsorption will be available to tbe larger acid mole-
cules. Thio·menns in fact tbat the effective surface 
'area of tbe vertically oriented acid is not 20.5 ~2 
but 26.4 X2 17. The original figure has boen used 
in computing surfaco,coverages to avoid confusion. 
Altbougb packing cay not bo effectively close in a 
surface film composed solely of acid, since'tbe 
adsorption sites are-not separated precisely bytbe 
diameter of the acid, a portion of the film ",i11 
contain tbe smaller n-heptane molecules. Probably 
the effective area occupied per acid molecule is some 
· value bet\~een the two suggested. 
Examination of figures 4.11. and 4~12. 'shows there 
to be a considerable amount more heat evolved for the 
coverage of the first po~tion of the surface than for 
subsequent coverage. Thio corresponds to the 
occupation of active sites as the concentra.tion of 
acid in the system is increased. According to lauric· 
acid adsorption, they account for 30% of the anataso 
surface, and to stearic acid, 2~. This discrepancy 
bet\'1Cen thece tt-IO figures can be explained by the 
fact'that at lO~1 coverage in dllutesolution the 
snsorbed molecules are not rigidly vertically-oriontod 
but may more resemble sea\,leed attacbed to a rock. 
This is an intermediate state, the chains may be up 
to 200 from the vertical, and the longer stearic 
acid chain \'dll thus present· greater obstruction 
'than lauric acid of the surface sites. One ,may 
conclude that near to 2S~ of the onatase surface com-
prises active sites.' 
, 
Uncertainty arises from the oleic acid 
differential heat curvet figure 4.13., for two 
reasons. One is that the acid cros6-:Jectional 
area will tend to change over the whole concentration 
range as the orientation varies~ The ,other is that 
there is a discrepancy between the positions of the 
step in the adsorption isotherm, figure 4.?, and the 
hoat curve, figure 4.10. The concentration at ~hich 
the second'increaoo in oither the number of moles 
adsorbed or the heat of exchaOge adsorption takes place 
must be in error, as 'they should coincide. In order 
to construct'thc' differential heat curve, figure 4.13., 
the adsorption isotherm was assumed to be incorrect 
(theeecondary rise was taken' to cOl!ll!lonce not at 10 mM 
solution, but at 2~ IDr-1 solution, t'lhich contradicts the 
evidence of only t~10 experimental points) so as to' 
obtain'the slight increase in the differential heat 
starting above 3.5 x 10-5' ·moles.g-1 instead of in· 
the region of 2,x 10~ moles.g-1 adoorbed. This 
figure for the humber of moles of acid adsorbed 
corresponds closely with that of 3.2 x 10-5 mOles~g-1 
requircd for a complete monolayer of acid oriented in 
two-point attachments (area occupied, 48 :2. 001.-1 ) 
The values above~ derived from figure 4.13., are 
apprOximate only, as that figure, together with 4,11., 
4.12., is derived from graphs containing such scattered 
results and as such 1s highiy subjective, The,chief 
interpretational problem remaining'is'to establish 
the cause oizyOry.in3 values of the differential hoat 
of exchange adsorption over the ,various surface 
coverageo,.' ,About 4'K.cals,mole-1 is ti reasonable 
, , 
lavel of enthnlpy change for H-bond,ing on the activo 
sites by lauric aCid. ' This ~ci~ also indicates the 
remaining surface to be roughly homogeneous, ac a 
constant heat of about 0.5 K cal.mole-1 is evolved as 
the surface layer is completed. 
, , . 
Any inhomogeneity 
is'so slight as to be undetectable from figure 4.8. 
It is believed,that over this p~rtion of tho curve, 
the majority of,tho layer is comprised of loosely-
held, non-bonded acid molecules and the heat evolved 
,~s derived from intermolecular reactions taking 
place t·litbin the layer" 
Ho~~ver, the differentia! heat curve for stearic 
acid Elhm1El an overall increase, in heat changes 
involved; Bonding ,at active"sites is highly 
exothermic t ye~ ~here isnQ proof' 01' ionic bonding 
The region of coverage i'rom 20% to 6CY;6 
alao shOt'1S thero to bo somo strongly exothermic' 
reaction to be taking placo. The heat values of 
bet~een 4 and 8 K.cals~mole-1 are considered too 
large to arise solely from aome type of intercbain 
'reactionl'this had beensuggosted as a possible 
mochanism partly because a longer'chain acid would 
form a closer-packed, lower-entropy solid film than 
the shorter aCid, and because of existing evidence 
that adsorbed layers of stearic acid conferred much 
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greater stability tban did lauric acid ona,noD-aqueous 
dispersion,of titaniul'J dioxide. 
Infra rod absorption spectra; "Toro obtained and 
el:omined for a.''1ataoe 10b coated t1ith-,the acids. Eaoh 
sample WBS divided in tt-TO for -ol~amination: ono tlaS used 
as obtained (umI3shod) and- the otber \"lashed tlitb n""heptane 
to romove loosely-held material. Portions of the spectra 
are shot'm in figures 40_14 andi~.15. The important featuree 
are the ~bsorption ~ands at 1?1?_1?'I4cm-1 frequency for ' 
lauric acid and 1719-1?10, -'i696cm-1 fl'equcncy for stearic 
acid. ~hese represent-the presonco of a variety of 
associated acid groups, -monomera and dimers in pllrtioular. 
The fact that tho peak size is oonsid~rably reduced by 
tlashins in eaoh case, suggests that there is a significant 
quantity of such material eosily wasbed off. The_ 
association of this material takes place at the piBment 
surfaco, bott-lOon all'eady - adsorbcd r.lonomorn und_ givoo 
rioe to a codorote evolution of heot. 
The 0=0 absorption band io of 1011 intonsity in cach 
-case, otretcllinc; .from ~1700-1540Clil-1. The lotg intenoity 
'oienifieo decreased polarity of adsorbate or a decreased 
quantity present. iJouevcr, CU2 - CH, stretching 
freguency bands 110re observed at full strenc;th in the 
region-29?O-285Qcc-1 , eo thore must be plenty of acid 
present. The bands at 1470"::'"1'~?5cm-1 correspondinG 
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probably to the CB2 - OH, bending frequency, arc als~ 
strong. 
An alt~rnativ~ explanation Qay lie in the 
possibility that some stearic' acid @olecules may somehow 
be adsorbed in a· roverse orientation (that is, t'Jith 
carboxyl g;r.oollps pointing at10y fl.'om tho surface) ei thet' ' 
in the first layer, or foroin6 a second layer. This 
would result feam on increosod intermolecular attraction 
161· 
of odjacent 018 acid chains. according to Koelcons and 
Overbeek;. There io no evidenco in the adsorption isotherm 
to refute the.possibiiity of a second adsorbed layer. 
Further evidence to support this sUggestion is 
derived from the fact that stearic acid (but noonorter-
chain acid) ShO~lS a remarkable tendency to retraction on 
a gless slide withdrawn from a solution. It is lliehly 
oleophobic, that is, ~ill tend to repel any incoming 
moleculcs \,lllich \,li11 be ~enorally hydroxyl - first 
orientod. 
Hot·sever, it seems unlikely that this should commence 
. at a .levol of adsorption corresponding to only 22~J of a 
'momolayer coverage, so the former e~plan!ltion, the 
formation of dioers, is more appealing. 
The close packine of oleic acid at tho surface 
approaching 10CY,J coverage by tt'IO point attached molecules 
is believed to result in dislodging tbe double bond, and a 
t; .. '. 
, ... 
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vertically - oriented but slightly bent molecule remains, 
attached only at the carboxyl group. If the area occupied 
by such a Clolecule vertically - oriented ia tolwn as 20.5R,z 
the monolayer value \;1111 be 7 ~ 5 " 10-5moleo og-1. the 
adsorption isotherm,'figure 4.?, clearly sbows multi-
layer adsorption to be .tolting place, an oQoervation -' 
supported byShe~ood and Rybicka9 and Tiffeny1? The 
infra r'od -abs9rption ol?ect:ri.mri:hos not been· included in this 
study but evidence is supplied in the' former of these two 
popers from infra red dato \1bich ohotls both metbylene 
~ : 
groups and the unsoturation centre are iilvolvedin a. 
surface intoraction. The multilayer is'probably formed by 
a mechanism involving a reaction bettloen the centreo of· 
unsatuz'otion of the first layer ond the carboxyl boad 
~TOUpS of tbe next loyer. 
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